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OVER THE TOP! 
The above title has historical significance! In the last war it was 
as much au idiom of the hour as " Blackout" is today. 
For the Yale University School of Nursing Alumnae Association it 
has historical significance of more cheerful import. It was my great 
privilege to be able to announce at the Senior dinner on May 3 that 
the birthday contribution to the Annie Warburton Goodrich Endow· 
ment Fund had gone "over the top!" 
The written, verbal and financial response of alumnae to the letter 
sent out early in 1943 had been epoch-making. At the time of t he 
dinner in honor of Miss Goodrich 's birthday all present were pleased 
that the birthday sum had reached the $350 mat·k. Contributions 
are still coming in. It was gratifying and most timely last week to 
receive an air-mail registered letter from APO 715 San Francisco 
bringing a contribution of $100 to the Fund from the Y.S.N. Alum-
nae with Base H ospital No. 39. This brings the birthday donation 
to $512.50 and the total Endowment Fund to $3,552.50. It is hearten-
ing at a time when the world is chaotic with disagreements and lack 
of cooperation that we of a group widely scattered at home and 
abroad can combine ou r forces and ideals and work with such single-
ness of puq>Ose toward a common goal of which Miss Goodrich in 
expressing her appreciation said, "No birthday celebration could have 
given me greater happiness for so much can be read into the expres-
sion-loyalty to the School, loyalty to the great University that opened 
its doors to the School, belief in your profession and in the effort 
to raise it to the highest social usefulness, and lastly, the A luntnac's 
sense of responsibility that ltas led them to assume the heavy burden 
of seeking the 1ncams througlt which alone the S chool can further its 
high objectives" .... 
The Bazaar Committee joins me in expressing out· thanks to all of 
you who so industriously have "taken your needle in hand " and 
generously contributed articles fol' the bazaar. This collection also 
continues to increase. Since it ~eemed more expedient from the 
point of market value to po;tpone the bazaar until November 1943, 
those of you who wrote that pressure of work made it impossible 
to complete your creations for March, be of good cheer for the Time 
is now or anytime up to Novembet· 1. 
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Each year the return on questionnaires comes nearer 100%. This 
time we have had them returned from far off foreign lands and 
undesignated places in the Atlantic aud in the Pacific. However 
it is again apparent that we lack some information. It is our hope 
to have available at all times accurate and current data on all mat-
ters pertaining to alumnae. If the questionnaire seems too detailed 
or cumbersome we welcome suggestions for changes for it is still in 
the experimental stage. We hope by this t1·ial and error method to 
arrive at a form which will be fool proof and will stimulate you to 
fill out and return yours without fail. 
This year we experienced difficulty in securing complete and up to 
date information on assignments t o the armed for ces, in tabulating 
your contribution to Red Cross or civilian defense work, in locating 
your brain children by your reference material, and last but not 
least in affixing the proper name and title to respective husbands, 
particularly those more recently acquired. 
May I again urge you to send immed iately all changes of name, 
address, position or occupat ion, status, rank, heirs, academic accom-
plishments, and all things vital to our memorabilia to the Y.U.S.N.A.A., 
310 Cedar Street, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A. 
Greetings and fond wishes to all of you. 
IRMA BIEBUSEN. 
GRE E T INGS F ROM THE C. T. S. 
When Irma Biehusen suggested that I , as president of the C. T. S. 
Alumnae, do a little piece for the NEws, I welcomed the opportunity 
not only as a chance to greet you all, but as more evidence of the warm 
kinship that exists between our two organizations. 
To be truthful, one might say it was not ever thus, for just twenty 
years ago, an rumouncement was made that seemed a bit discon-
certing to the alumnae of the Connecticut Training School. The 
announcement, coming on the fiftie th anniversary of the founding of 
the C. T. S., stated that the C. T. S. was to be succeded by the Yale 
University School of Nursing. L ike all innovations, this one was 
viewed with some alarm and suspicion by the alumnae of a school 
that bad always been considered outstanding. Wasu 't the C. T. S. 
the oldest chartered school of nursing in the United States, and badn 't 
the first manual of nursing published in America been a product of 
our school f Hadn't some of our graduates served with credit in 
the armed forces in the Spanish-American War and World War 1, 
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and badn "t some made fine cont ri butions as nursing educators a nil 
adminis trators T This was the end thought some. but t ha t they were 
wrong is now apparent. The Yale School of Nun.ing, in its first 
twenty years, has pro,·ed to be an unqualified success and we, of 
C. T. S. f eel that in your school, ours lives on. Your Dean Good1·ich 
and Dean Taylor are as dear to us as they are to yon. 
As a matter of fact, I a lways l ike to remember tha t D ean Goodrich, 
D ea n Taylor, then P l'incipal of the C. T. S., and I a J•J·ived at the 
same time, the only trouble being t hat I was j ust a lowly proba tioner. 
T don 't like t o remember your fhst class though because t heir course 
was only twenty eight months long while ours was a fu ll t hree ~·ears . 
I magine our feelings when we fou nd that the cia s, having entered 
four months after we did, fin isheil four months before us. There was 
a histor ic joint grad uation in 192G but t he only t hing historic about 
it for us, at the t ime. was the fac t that , having been given onr diplomas 
and pins, we had to g ive them back and go on in school [or four 
more months. Let me has ten to assure any of you Y . S. N. "26ers 
who may be perturbed, that we don 't hold it against you any more. 
The nine g1·aduates of tha t fi rst c lass have been jo ined by hundreds 
more and as your a lumnae members hip grows, ou rs, unfor tunately, 
diminishes in numbers but not in spirit. W e meet regular ly every 
two months and recent!~· we had some jolly jo int meet ings with your 
New Haven group, when some of the old photographs, documents 
and manuals belonging to the C. T . S. have been exh ibited. The old 
first manual, instructing the nurse among other things " how to put 
coa l on the fire without making a noise" excited a good dea l of 
comment. 
Although you now have a past of your own of twenty years we are 
proud t hat you share our past with us. You have a p resent a nd a 
bright fu ture too which we feel we share, for you may be sure that 
your individual accomplishments and the outst anding cont r ibutions 
of the Yale Univers ity School of Nursing to our cho en profession, 
are sources of the g reatest pride to all the g raduates of the C. T. S. 
Greetings and best wishes to all of you of Y. S. N . from a ll of us 
of C. T . S . 
D o ROTHY ALLINO, 
Presiden t, C. T. S. A . A. 
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FROM OUR DEAN 
l\h DEAR COLLEAGUES: 
April 1943. 
As I look back over the past year in search of a message to send 
to you, I am constrained to make it this,-"Let us not be weary in 
well doing for in due season we shall r eap if we faint not." 
It makes little difference in what part of the civilized universe we 
have our habitation, in what environment we may be placed, or under 
what economic status we seek ou r satisfaction; we, with all other 
human beings, are facing an era with which we do not find ourselves 
spiritually, economically, or even physically, prepared to cope. That 
the world realizes its incompetence but is not preparing specific 
formulae to spring immediately upon a tired and discouraged people, 
is evidence of insight into the various component and conflicting 
factors which have helped to place our civilization in its present 
unhappy dilemma. These contributing factors must be studied \vith 
thoughtful consideration for all people concerned, and whatever action 
is agreed upon must be in the interest of permanent security. 
The contributiou which you or I can make to the stab ilization of the 
peace terms may not be vast nor yet outstanding; uevertbelcss, the 
part we have to play is not inconsequential since no lasting peace 
nor happiness will be attained throughout the world until the means 
can be secm·ecl to assure the maintenance of physically, mentally and 
economically healthy human beings. Since health is dependent upon 
not one but many factors, we, with the medical profession, have 
ample opportunity to n e whatever talents, knowledge or skill we 
possess, or may acquire, in attempting to overcome the hazards to 
health which lie about us on every hand. 
We may not be among those who are singled out for spectacular 
deeds of courage, but as nurses coneerned with the welfare of other 
human beings we are a strong link in a long chain which eventually 
will secure the freedom we crave a~ a democratic people, not only 
for the citizens of our own, but for those of other lands as well. 
When the Class of 1943 i:s graduated, we will have grown to an 
alumnae numbering 565, the majority of whom are actively engaged 
in some fonn of nursing, whether on a voluntary or a professional 
basis. Each year the number who marry increases but, even so, 
many continue to serve in some capacity. 
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When our letter went forth last year, the Yale Unit was awaiting 
call. Today it is busily at work in the South Pacific in a new hospital 
which eventually may care for 1000 or mor e pat ients. It is a great 
joy to receive the letters which arrive quite f requently f rom the 
Chief Nurse, Esther Budd, Class of 1931, or from one of the other 
members of the Unit, telling us of their varied activities. An inter -
esting letter from Miss Budd will be found in this issue of the NJEWS. 
The School continues to grow. During the past year we have had 
requests for information about the School from 1285 college and 
other s tudents. The class enrolled in September numbered seventy 
students. F or the first time in the School 's h istory of twenty years, 
we have admitted au extra class of twenty-five students in ApriL 
When these students enter the School, there will be a total r epresenta-
tion of cit izens from 104 colleges and universities and thirty-three 
states. 'l' his Spring group will not take the place of the September 
class but will be in addition to it. It is our expectation t hat the 
fall class may number sixty-five, providing we can find rooms enough 
for their nse. 
As far as we have been able to ascertain to date, fi fty-two graduates 
of the School are engaged in some form of active military service. 
No doubt there are others whose names have not yet been forwarded 
to us. We would like to take this opportunity to urge, if you have 
not already done so, that you send in your name and the service to 
which you are at tached in order that your name may be placed on 
the roll of honor we are preparing which, we t rust, will be ready 
Commencement time. 
Commencement this year will he a less brilliant affair than usuaL 
Several of the schools, owing to the emergency program, have held 
individual graduation exercises. The School of Medicine held its 
Commencement on March 23rd in the Historical Library, in the 
Sterl ing Hall of Medicine and, in its scholarly setting, was a quiet 
and dign ified event. The cand idates did not appear in academic 
dress. The Board of P ermanent Officers of the Medical School, led 
by the President, in academic robes, preceded the students and each 
graduate received his own degree. 
The School of Nursing will join the Graduate School and some of 
the other schools in celebration of its Commencement exercises on 
SUilday morning, June 6th. These exercises, also, will be simple 
as is in keep ing with the present world condition. The usual social 
festivities will be omit ted but the occasion will be a ha ppy one for 
the forty-eight young women who will be awarded the degree and 
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will join the ranks of the Yale Alumnae. The graduate group has 
reason to be proud of this class: these students have completed their 
work in thirty.one months and have demonstrated unusual ability 
and spirit during this t rying time when great responsibilities have 
been placed upon their shoulder s. A number of the class have 
enrolled in the Student Reserve of the Red Cross (67%)-many of 
these will later join the military forces. A number will remain in 
the hospital and School and others are anticipat ing appointments 
in one of the fields of public healt h. 
I cannot close my letter to you without paying tribute, also, to 
the Class of 1944, wbicb will complete its work in thirty months; 
and that of 1945, completing the course in twenty·eight months. 
These students are not only carrying a heavy schedule of inst ruction 
due to the accelerated program but are the backbone of the nursing 
service in the hospital in these days when so many of our graduates 
are serving their country elsewher e. These students are contributing 
as truly to the world needs as if they were wearing a military uniform 
and the spirit with which they are assuming responsibilities not often 
placed upon our students, must not be permitted to pass unnoticed. 
To you, our graduates, wherever you are at work, we desire you 
to know that we are proud of what you ha ve contributed in pro· 
fessional service, and also financially, to the growing E ndowment 
Fund. 
In closing my letter tonight, may I leave for your comfort and 
encouragement this beautiful thought expressed by Dean Emeritus 
Brown, " The great moments in life are not tbe moments of serene 
enjoyment; they are the moments filled to the brim with the spirit 
of moral venture and with the joy of victorious struggle against evil." 
Affectionately, 
FROM OUR DEA N EMERITUS 
DEAR COLLEAGUES AND FORMER STUDENTS: 
' Another year bas passed and again comes the privilege of grreeting 
you, never more deeply appreciated, never so humbly approached, 
for while I sit writing each of you has sought and found t he answer 
for her part iu this world wide tragedy. I know that whether that 
part is played in our country or across the seas, whether the service 
you feel is yours to render must limit itself to an increase of the 
homely tasks of life or heroic service demanded over seas, your cour -
age and fortitude may be depended upon. As I scan the pages of 
the yearly bulletin I am impressed by your accomplishment$ in these 
few years of our school's existence. 
To yon in the midst of the storm it may seem too soon to think 
of its aftermath, but such is not the case. Out of this night of horror 
must and will come the dawn of a. new clay. No one will know better 
than you the demands that day will bring. 1\Iuch as we need you now 
we will need you more then. 
Despite the terrible tragedy of the hour great things are happen-
ing in the name of democracy-the coming together of many nations 
once widely separated ; men and women cooperating as never before; 
education and action clasping bands in their mutual concern for 
the preservation and elevation of fhe race; in the field of our special 
concern, health and welfare, the legislation proposed for England 
by Sir William Beveridge and the not unsimi lar measure we nnder-
st&ld in process of preparation for this country with provisions once 
deemed unrealizable. In all these nursing will have an important, 
if not always recognized as such, part during the · reconstruction 
period . Few, if any professional workers come in such intimate and 
acceptable contact with the families of many nations. The doors of 
many colleges and universities are being opened to school of uur~ing, 
a movement that is being furthered by Dr. Parran, Surgeon General 
of the U. S. PubEc Health Service, through the nursing division 
under the direction of Miss Mciver and her able associates as an 
additional means of increa ing the student enrollment. The first 
and successful undertaking of the committee was obtaining an appro-
priation from Congress through which accredited schools of nursing 
throughout the country might be enabled to increase the student 
enrollment so greatly needed. 
The furtherance of the development of these collegiate schools of 
nursing gives promise of a two-fold service: increase of n ursing 
power through thei r connection with institutions affording needed 
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clinical experience and to the many areas that are now without ade-
quate or in some regions, any nursing service. Never before in the 
history of nursing in this country was so extensive and constructive 
a program of nursing education made possible or such considered 
advice and assistance available. The facilities of every college and 
the area to be served are carefully studied by one or more members 
of the committee that in turn obtain the approval of our national 
nursing organizations through their appointed representatives. This is 
but a brief sketch of a development of profound importance, for it 
gives promise of highly qualified service for the small hospitals in 
the rural areas. That these schools require personnel not now avail-
able is obvious. 
You who through these months that have brought you in more 
intimate associations with your communities will know their needs; 
and you whose association with the destructful and demoralizing 
results of war will have much to give in the reconstruction period. 
Never was there a greater opportunity for nurses qualified by prepa-
ration and experience in every branch of nursing, than in these 
schools whose students are to render such vital service. Here all the 
capacit ies through which the nurse functions, as woman, citizel!l, 
nurse, and oft times mother, come into play. Is vital too high an 
estimate, in the light of 20th century knowledge, of the value of 
nmsing service to the community? 
It is told of an ancient philosopher that in response to a demand 
from his king he reduced the history of' man to three words, "born, 
suffered, died" and the history of Science to one, "perhaps." What 
wells of hope in that one word p erhaps. Perhaps it will be given 
to this country, our country, enlightened by the wisdom of the ages, 
enriched by the toil of many races to lead the way to universal 
security and enduring peace. In this sublime achievement I have 
no question that you will play your part. 
Faithfully yours, 
ANNIE W. GoooRteEI 
BIRTHDAY DINNER 
On February 6th there gathered in the Faculty Club some sixty 
alumnae f rom Connecticut and neighboring states. The occasion 
was the celebration of the birthday of Dean Goodrich. After an 
informal reunion in the colonial living rooms, we assembled in the 
d ining room. The tables were decorated with floral arrangements 
and were alight with Yale blue candles. Our guest of honor, Dean 
Taylor, was escorted to her place, and finally , as Dean Goodrich 
entered, we sang " Happy Birthday to You." 
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After dinner, Miss Biehusen, who presided, gave the birthday 
tribute to Dean Goodrich, and spoke of the deep fondness we all 
have for her, and cited the many honors which have come to her . 
She told us that Miss Goodrich was awarded the l\Iedal, Institute 
of Social Sciences 1921 ; Distinguished Service Medal 1923; the 
l\Iedaille d 'H onneur de 1 'Hygiene Publique 1933; Walter Burns 
Saunders Medal 1932 and Silver Medal of the Ministry of Social 
Welfare of France 1933. She told us that Mount Holyoke conferred 
upon l\1iss Goodrich the honorary degree of Doctor of Science in 
1931 ; Yale University conferred upon her the honorary degree of 
Master of Arts in 1923; and Russell Sage College conferred upon 
her the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws and Letters in 1936. In 
June 1934 the Corporation of Yale University voted " That the title 
of Dean Emer'itus be con fer red upon Dean Goodrich and that the 
secretary be directed to convey to her the grateful appreciation of 
the P r·esident and F ellows for her eleven years of distinguished 
ervice to the university as organ.izer and first dean of the School 
of Nursing. " 
11Uss Biehuscn then proceeded to tell us of the renaming of The 
Milestone Fund. This fund was originated last year to mark the 
event of five hundred graduates of the School of Nursing. To date 
it· represents sums rai ed by alumnae regional groups in ''arious 
activitie during the past two years. and augmented by individual 
contributions. The purpose of this endowment is to assist in the 
furthering of education in nursing in Yale University. Unanimously 
it was decided that there could be no better name than " The Annie 
Warburton Goodrich Endowment Fund. " This was our bir thday 
gift to the Dean. 
Dean Goodrich responded to l\Iiss Biehusen 's announcement and 
went on to tell of many interesting experiences of her life. These 
anecdotes revealed to us the deep humanity, the understanding and 
the humor of Dean Goodrich. Her talk was an inspiration to al.l 
of us. 
l\liss Bi.'l:ler then told us that in response to the annual letter, the 
fund received $.375 in honor of Dean Goodrich's birthday. Dean 
Taylor greeted Dean Goodrich and accepted the $375 for: the School. 
The representatives of the various regional groups arose to give 
their birthday greetings to Dean Goodrich. l\fiss Freund, the Alum-
nae Secretary, then read to l\I i s Goodrich some of the hundreds of 
letters that were sent f rom members who were unable to attend the 
dinner. These let ters conveyed to Dean Goodrich sincere greetings 
and affection. 
'l'he celebration was concluded with showing of moving pictures 
of the Yale Unit at Camp Edwards. 
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NURSING THE A. V. G. 
It was through the Y. S. N. tha t I got the cbauce for which I had 
been waiting fo1· five years-to return to China. Elizabeth James, 
class of 1933, whom I had known at the Yale School of Nursing, was 
the one who gave my name to Major Gentry, in charge of the Medical 
Unit. 
You probably know by now that I was one of the two nurses with 
the American Volunteer Group, which consisted of about two hundred 
and fifty meu. Our duty was to take care of this group only. The 
work wasn't as satisfactory as we had expected, but the lack of sup -
plies and the crude equipment made our work more interesting and 
challenging. 
Any type of Medical care given in t11e Asiatic countries means 
working with a limited supply of modern equipment and a great 
use of primitive, native products. ll'ly nursing experience with the 
American Volunteer Group in Burma and China was no exception. 
We brought an adequate supply of medicines and new, modern 
equipment from America (which we hoped to put into our new, 
fifty bed hospital in China ) witl1 us on the boat, which landed in 
Rangoon August 14, 1941. Much more was to follow but the war 
intervened. The main portion of our supplies was sent to China. 
Only the necessities remained with us in Toungoo, Burma, which 
was to be our training base for a few months. 
'fhe Medical Unit, consisting of three docto rs, one dentist, one 
male and two female nurses, and five corpsmen began its year caring 
for a group of two Jmndred and fifty American service boys in the 
middle of a hot, sticky jungle with a bamboo, thatched roof hut of 
five rooms for a hospital, and straw mats 011 boards for beds. Only 
two of these rooms were actually used for the hospital. The other 
rooms quartered the corpsmen, nurses and supplies. We were very 
fortunate in the early months to have few illnesses, mainly minor 
abrasions and · upper respiratory infectious. The mor e serious ill-
nesses were malaria, dysentery and dengue fever. We were able to 
manage with a four bed ward with occasional overflow into the t reat-
ment room, and by sending the ambulatory patients to their quarters. 
In addition to the overcr owding, there were other inconveniences. 
Although small implements were sterilized over our gasoline burner, 
it was necessary for us to take our dressings, emergency kits, etc. 
to the British hospital in town, three miles away. Fortunately no 
need arose to use their facilities for emergencies. Our laundry was 
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done by natives in town. The contaminated linen was washed by 
native boys employed at the hospital under the supervision of the 
nurses. The patients' food had to be carried about five hundred 
yards from the nearest kitchen. Special dishes were prepared over 
the gasoline burner. The preparation and serving of the food was 
supervised by the medical staff. E\'ery effort was made to make 
the food as American as possible. 
Our chief problem was the reduction of high temperatures caused 
by malaria and dengue fever. Icc or even cold water was difficult, 
frequently impossible, to obtain. The atmospheric temperature hov-
er·ed around 90 degrees during the day, per·baps dropping to 85 
during the night. The necessary mosquito netting around each bed 
inhibited the circulation. Th is situation was improved slightly by 
o,·erhead electric fans which u~ually were running from 6 A. M. 
to 11 P.M. 
It was with great anticipation that the whole group awaited our 
transfer to Kunming, to our new hospital. and the cool mountain 
cl imate. Five months slipped by in Burma while we were still wait-
ing. Then war was declared ! 
We were caught! The Japanese knew our location and could have 
come and bombed us out of existence. There were many air raid 
alarms but no air raids. 1\fany times, day or night, we would grab 
our gas masks and helmets, take the patients and valuables with 
us to the various ditches which were dug about one hundred yards 
from the building, and pray that the Japs couldn't find us. China 
thus became our Shangri-la. wbicl1 we finally enter-ed December 9, 
via the sky-way. 
We had been warned that our new hospital bad not been completed 
and that we would again have temporary quarters. Kunming, how-
ever, was cool, almost cold. There were no bugs! We were to live 
on a former college campus about one mile from the city. Most 
important of all, we were to be safe! China has the best warning 
net in the world so that we could get our patients into safety without 
a great deal of an.uety and discomfort to them. 
We found that we continued to ha"e many of the discomforts 
that we had in Burma. The hospital, situated on the edge of the 
Hostel grounds, was a temporary, poorly constructed, wooden build-
ing with a tile roof. In seven rooms were housed three wards, one 
treatment room, and one dentist's room. Quarters were set aside for 
the nurses and the corpsman who would be on twenty-four hour duty. 
'rbcre was not enough room, especially during the latter months, 
to adequately accommodate our patients. It "'as necessary for the 
seriously ill and surgical patients to be cared for in the French 
hospital in the city. The food still bad to be carried the same dis-
tance to our patients. The laundry was done in the same mauner. 
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For the first two months in China, regulation of heat was a 
problem. We tried to keep the room warm by means of a charcoal 
burner. It required a great deal of dexterity to care for these patients 
under so many blankets and in the cold rooms without undue 
exposure. Fortunately again our census was very low. I t was not 
until March that tbe boys began to show the effect of t heir long 
hours and constant nervous strain. The hospital began to fill, then 
overflow, and r emained thus until the organization was disbanded 
July 4, 1942. 
Although tropical diseases were not prevalent in Kunming, the 
boys contracted them at the advanced posts and were sent to the 
base hospital for care. Dysentery continued . Venereal diseases 
increased but not to the extent that was expected. Various injuries 
caused by the war, mainly shrapnel wound, became more prevalent. 
The chief menace to the health of the boys was their general ' run-
down ' condition which opened the door to secondary infection. 
The equipment, however, was greatly improved since we had access 
to the main supply. All of the ste rilizing could be done on the post 
by means of an autoclave, which was heated over the hot stove in 
the main kitchen of the H ostel. With the help of Chinese Army 
nurses an adequate supply of sterile goods was made. 
In June 1942 a United States Army doctor was left in charge of 
the base hospital in Ktmming, while we were sent to Chungking to 
organize a similar hospital. The set-up in Chungking was like Kun· 
ming ; however, our last few weeks were spent training Chinese 
nurses to replace us. Wheu we left China on July 19, 1942, there 
were no female United States Army Nurses in China, sin ce the 
A. V. G. unit had been taken over by the United States Army. 
When I was in the Surgical Supply Room of the New H aven 
Hospital, watching and participating in the preparation of supplies, 
little did I realize that one day I would be supervising Chinese nurses 
who were doing much the same thing. It was a very interesting year 
. . . . one crammed with much happiness. One I 'll never forget .... 
EMMA JANE F OSTER P ETACB, '40. 
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A WAR-TIME PROBLEM 
The prenatal clinic which bas been organized by the Ilat·dio County 
Health Department. Kentucky, has given Eleanor Stonington Stevens, 
'35, an opportunity t.o assist actively in solving one of the major 
problems of today; namely, the provision of adequate maternity 
care for wiYes of men in military service. 
Those of us who have remained at home and ha,·e tried to carry 
the increased responsibilities as capably as possible and to solve 
problems as they arise, will find the following brief summary of the 
work in Hardin County encouraging. It not only gh•es insight into 
the method of solution of a particular problem, but reveals the 
cooperation existing between volunteer and professional groups. I t 
is, indcec1, an example of se1·vice on the home front. 
The prenatal clinic, organized September 1942, Mrs. Stevens reports, 
antedated and now supplements the present Federal Progam for 
which Congress bas appropriated money to the Children's Bureau 
to be allotted to the indi,·idual states. This money is to be used fo r 
providing maternity and pediatt·ic care to the wives and babies of 
enlisted men in the armed forces of the United States, excluding the 
families of commissioned officers and of certain other specified ranks. 
In addition to the establishment of the clinic, mother's classes were 
also initiated. 
Because the Station Hospital at Fort Knox would no longer be 
able to provide antepartal care or delivery service for the wives of 
military personnel in the '>icinity of Fort Knox, llirs. Stevens describes 
how a group of lay and professional women cooperated in the formula-
tion of a program to meet the need. In t he beginning, this "clinic-
baby" literally did not have one dozen diapers, much less three 
dozen and a band; but, despite all difficulties, money was rai eel. 
equipment obtained, and personnel for the operation of the clinic 
organized. 
'l'be main purpose of the program, as well as of the nursing field 
visits by the Health Department nurses, was to have every expectant 
mother visit the clinic at least once each month during the first six 
months; and twice each month unti l confinement. If there were any 
complications present, the number of visits was increased to the 
number the Health Officer felt was indicated. 
Actual operation of the clinic was carried out by two registered 
nurses, t\~o nurse 's aides and one lay worker under the direction 
of the Health Officer who examined all patients. The nurses did 
the urinalyses, weighed the patients, and helped with the examina-
tions; while the lay workers assisted with the clerical duties. 
'l'ranscripts of prenatal cl inic visits were sent to the consulting 
obstetricians after each visit. In this way, records were kept up to 
date. In addition, the obstetrician completed the delivery record 
after the baby was born and this report became part of the transcript. 
Since most of the patients were away from home and living in one 
or two rooms, arrangements for hospital deliveries was a necessary 
part of the program and was carried out through the cooperation 
of the Louisville obstetricians 311d hospitals. If funds were needed 
to finance deUveries, they were fumished by the Red Cross or Army 
Emergency Relief on the basis of information obtained by the local 
Red Cross social worker. 
The following facts included in !\irs. Stevens' report are of inter-
est: the average number of patients admitted pet· clinic session was 
2.7; the average number of clinic visits per patient 2.4; 86 per cent 
were becoming mothers for the first time and two thirds were between 
the ages of 16 and 25 years; 16 pet· cent presented complications. 
A WEEK IN THE KENNY CLINIC 
The treatment of poliomyelitis was radically changed in December 
1941 when the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis publicly 
endorsed the Kenny Method. 'l'he theories and pract ices, used fot· 
decades, were replaced by a new treatment. 
As scientific and clinical evidence is being compiled, another 
problem, namely, the education of doctors, nurses, technicians and 
physiotherapists, has become paramount. It is said that at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota where the Kenny Method is being taught, a 
qualined physiciatl can complete the course iu six days; tbe hospital 
nurse whose part in the treatment is limited to the application of 
bot packs, can complete her course in about the same t ime. H owever, 
the physiotherapist or registered nurse who expects to serve as a 
Kenny technician must spend from two to six months in training. 
Dean Taylor, ever aware of the needs and opportunities that arise, 
made plans last summer for the Yale University School of Nursing 
to participate in the program. Betty Ricklefs, '41, Head Nurse of 
Pediatric Isolation Service, of the New H aven H ospital, was selected 
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as the one to go to :r.iinnesota to take the course for nurses given. by 
Sister Kenny. 
Due to widespread publicity and various articles, I bad become 
acquainted with many of the principles of the Kenny Treatment of 
poliomyelitis. Thus, when the telegram reached me last July from 
Dean Taylor , asking me to attend one of the courses at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, I was very pleased to have been selected as the 
person to have this unusual opportunity. 
The first day of the course was one of orientation in which the 
various members of the class became acquainted with the program. 
The twenty-four students in the class were in public health, pediatrics, 
orthopedics and communicable disease, and had come from Nova 
Scotia, Oregon, Texas, Virginia and many other states. 
We were called " packers" by the physiotherapy students who 
were enrolled for a three month period. The packs are the only 
treatment used during the acute s tage of poliomyelitis, the purpose 
of which is to relieve spasm in affected muscles, thereby relieving 
pain. 
Sister Kenny gave an introductory lectur e which was followed 
by a demonstration of a complete body pack. When I heard that 
I was to be the patient for the demonstration, I admit tbat I had 
a few misgivings, and again, on seeing the boiling packs being pre-
pared. Although the beat from the pack is intense, I was convinced 
that no patient could be burned if the packs are adequately wrung 
out. 
We practiced on one another until we felt that we could attempt 
to " pack " patients. Each student was assigned to two patients, and 
while caring for them, each of us learned a great deal, not only in 
the application of the packs, but in making a patient comfor table 
from them. 
I cared for a little four year old boy, stricken with poliomyelitis 
two months previously. His knowledge of muscle anatomy was 
unusual and continued to amaze me throughout the period in which 
I took car e of him. When I started to apply the packs, he informed 
me that his "gastrocs" were no longer in spasm and that he had 
regained the use of the anterior tibialis. All of the patients were 
taught muscle anatomy and function by the physiotherapists and 
took delight in testing the knowledge of their nurses in anatomy. 
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From eight to five each day, we attended classes and cared for 
patients. We knew true fatigue f rom wringing out boiling hot 
packs and applying them continuously. 
The experience gained was invaluable. I finished the course 
convinced that the Kenny Method would restore apparently useless 
muscles to normal function and give the patient the comfort and 
encouragement so necessary dm·ing convalescence. 
B ETTY RICKLEFS, '41. 
A GI F T T O THE Y. U. S. N. A. A. 
The samovar, given to Miss Mabel Fletcher, the first residence 
director of Nathan Smith Hall, by the classes of 1926 and 1927, bas 
been presented by her to the Yale University School of Nursing. 
Miss F letcher writes that since the samovar was a gift from the 
first two classes to succeeding classes to whom they proved the value 
of nursing, not only in New Haven, but all over the United States; 
she feels it is fitting that the samovar be kept in Nathan Smith Hall 
and used on all suitable occasions. 
The Alumnae Association wishes to express appreciation of Miss 
Fletcher's generosity and to extend its very best wishes to her. 
OYE Z, OYEZ, O YE Z! 
The need for the following is four-fold : 
1. Contributions to the Annie Warburton Goodrich 
E ndowment Fund 
2. Y. U. S. N. A. A. Calendars 
3. Annual Dues 
4. Incidentals 
Payments for the above are often incorporated into a single check 
or money order without adequate designation of amounts for specific 
purposes, and frequently improperly drawn for collection by the 
Treasurer of the Association. 
THEREFORE 
P lease for evermore make all checks payable to the Yale University 
School of Nursing Al·umnM Associat·ion. 
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BEST WISHE S 
On April 6, 1943, an open house was held at the home of the 
President of the Yale University School of Nursing Alumnae Associa-
tion for the members of the Graduating Class on the occasion of Dean 
Taylor 's birthday. We were pleased to have with us also the mem-
bers of the Board of Directors of the Connecticut T raining School 
Alumnae Association. 
The class of 1943 presented to llliss Taylor a silver plate appropri-
ately inscribed. 
I t was a pleasant evening for all who attended and we regret that 
all alumnae could not have been there. 
STUDENT COUNCIL-Y. S. N. 
New undertakings of the Student Council this year included finan-
cing a daily paper for the Infitwary, and an active share in the 
projects of the Uniform Committee. The latter included several 
faculty members as well as representatives f rom each class of the 
st udent body. Through the Student Council the projects and deci-
~ions of the committee were relayed to each class, and several pertinent 
posters have been put up in the dormitory. 
Financial support to the Sterling Ilall of )Iedicine teas was con-
tinued on the same basis as last year-a larger contribution being 
gh·en as the entering class was larger. The Student Council and 
the Sterling House Council cooperated to give Chr-istmas presents 
to the maids and porters in Sterling Dormitory and Nathan Smith 
Hall, and the maids in the dining r oom. A scholarship of $50.00 
was given to a member of the senior class. A dance was given by 
the second and third year classes of the Nursing School to which the 
first year class was invited, as well as a large number of cadets from 
the Army Air Corps Technical Training School at Yale. The dance 
was considered very successful, although there was no financial 
profit. 
The class of 1945 was welcomed in September 1942 with a picnic 
at the Cottage; the Apr·il sect ion was welcomed at an informal after-
dinner coffee in Sterling Dormitory as the cottage was not available. 
:M. 'l.'YRELL RrTCBIE, '43, 
President of the Student Corwcil. 
PEN PRICKS R ESUMED 
The NEws is still hopeful of printing annually a complete listing 
of publications by Y.S.N. graduates, compiled from the authors' 
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tabulated information, recorded on forms sent to you, or preferably 
from reprints mailed to the library in the Sterling Hall of Medicine, 
for filing. 
Last year this was not accompli bed. The following resume r epre-
sents ther efore a two year culling and obviously is incomplete due 
to lack of an adequate annotated bibliography. 
" ACCIDENTS TO NURSES" 
IRMA B IE HUSEN 
Yale '32 
1'he American Journal of Nursing 
XLI (May 1941) Pp. 561-565. 
Statistical ly one is amazed at the hazards the nurse meets, and 
the innocent pin-prick heads the list! Falling over the mop, and 
dropping the Hess bed cover are typical mishaps. This analysis is 
not ouly a statistical study but also attempts to ascertain causative 
factors and to ehmin ate "absenteeism"- , a term not then as nation-
ally used as it is to-day. 
"CLD1BING FOR FUN" 
J ANE F osTER. M cCoNNELL 
Yale '35 
The Ame1·ican Journal of Nuning 
XLI (July 1941) Pp. 751-75-!. 
I t is good to r emember and to r ead of past joys and to plan for 
the future when victory is gained and again we can imagine "climb-
ing for fun." With gas rationing we should all be prepared for such 
a climb by our daily walking. Jane 's experiences iu Oregon, Wash-
ington and other points in the United States as well as in Europe 
are exhilarating to read. 
" POSTURE AND THE BED PATIENT " 
KATHERIN E ALLEN 
Yale '37 
The Amc1·ican Jownwl of Nuning 
XLI (October 1941) Pp. 1137-1141. 
The author of this article became interested in the importance 
of posture in bed through her experience in orthopedic nursing. By 
a series of illustrations, Miss Allen bas demonstrated that muscular 
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alignment of the entire body in the care of bed patients can be 
accomplished by an intelligent application of anatomical knowledge 
and nursing skill. 
" OPEN ROAD AHEAD IN PSYCHIATRIC NURSING" 
ESTHER C. ANDERSON 
Yale '39 
The American JCYitntol of Nursing 
XLI (October 1941) Pp. 1183-1189. 
The need for the well-trained psychiatric nurse, the increasing 
need for education in psychiatric nursing and the varied and interest-
ing opportunities rapidJy opening before the psychiatric nurse are 
written in such a manner and with such vision that anyone would be 
impressed with the conviction of the writer. Student nurses looking 
to the future should he especially interested in r eading this article. 
"PROGRESS IN PSYCHIATRIC NURSING" 
HARRLET BRADSHAW 
BERTHA l\'L DAVIS 
The American Jottr>tal of Nursing 
XLI (November 1941) Pp. 1291-1294. 
Harriet Bradshaw, 1ale '33. is the co-author of au a rticle show-
ing the new opportunity for accredited psychiatric affiliation for 
nursing schools in the state of Washington. The outline of the course 
is given with the method of school organization. Only the beginning 
of the plan to have psychiatric nursing experience for these schools 
was reported at the time of writing. Its development and progress 
would be of interest now. 
"VOLUNTEER NURSE'S AIDES" 
JANE FosT E& McCONNELL 
Yale '35 
The Amen:Can JCYitrnol of Nursing 
XLII (May 1942) Pp. 507-511. 
There is no convention of nursing organizations, no nurse in the 
hospital nor in the public health fie ld, no member of a community 
nor newspaper reader, but knows of the service that is being given 
by the nurse's aide. 
It is a service that has developed with the war and is stimulating 
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to those who organize and direct this work. Jane Foster ~IcConnell, 
again associated with a field requiring nu rsing leadership, writes in 
her usual convincing manner. 
" HOSPITAL PERSONNEL HEALTH SERVICE" 
I RMA BIEB USEN' 
Yale '32 
The American J ournal of Nursing 
XLII (October 1942) Pp. 1144-1150. 
" W ith the hospital responsible for p rotecting not only the employee 
but also the patient, health supervision and medical care are of t he 
utmost importance. " This is an italicized statement the truth of 
which might seem obvious but as is shown in this study, "the shoe-
maker's son goes barefoot." Several plans for such service and 
their social and economic benefits are logically presented. This has 
been both a theoretical and practical ''brainchild'' inasmuch as the 
P ersonnel H ealt h Service of the New Haven Hospital has been 
organized according to one of the plans included in the study. 
"THE HOUSEWIFE RE-ENTERS NURSI NG" 
CAROLYN L. W IDMER 
Yale '29 
The America1~ Journal of Nursing 
2..'LIII (January 1943) Pp. 10-15. 
The nurse-housewife's problems in t he present emergency are well 
understood by Mrs. Widmet· who has been acting in both capacities. 
She writes with interesting examples and dialogue to emphasize 
specific points for the housewife re-entering nursing, and for the 
institution which is t he recipient of her services. 
"INTUBATION IN GASTRIC SURGERY" 
KATHLEEN BARRETT 
Yale '39 
The Atnerican Journal of N ttrsing 
XLIII (January 1943) Pp. 17-23. 
This article simplifies the procedures that at first seem so difficult 
when multiple " gadgets" surround the post-operative patient. Not 
only the way to care effectively for the mechanical devices is given 
but the nursing problems presented by a patient who is being treated 
with intubation are descr ibed. 
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"NURSE-MIDWIVES SERVE A RURAL COUNTY" 
ELIZABETH R. FERGUSON 
Yale '35 
P1tblic H ealth Nursing 
XXXV (April 1943) P p. 187-193. 
The summary of this article gives the scope of the work and its 
results which are heartening to those who at times feel that progress 
is too slow. "A matemity program was carried on in Charles 
County, Maryland, by nurse·midwives for a fh·e.year period during 
which a careful survey of the health problems and needs of the 
county was made. Clinics were organized, midwives were taught and 
supernscd on deliveries, home visits were made to antepartal and 
postpartal patients and to infants, and doctors were assisted with 
complicated home deliver ies." It was concluded "that low·income 
maten1ity patients in a rural area where medical facilitie• are limited 
can be cared for safely at home by lay midwives when cases are 
selected and their work is Rupen·ised." 
1\WTDA J AYNE, '36. 
J ULIA FREUN D. '38. 
Y. S. N. IN SERVICE ABROAD 
Letters from those in service o,·erseas, containing news of work 
and friends, are eagerly awaited, and when a reality. are shared by 
aiJ of us at home. 
With this thought in mind, excerpts of two letters from Esther 
Budd, '31, Chief Nurse of the 39th General Hospital, were felt to be 
an essent ial part of the NEws. 
Communications from those in other branches of service have not 
been as detailed. The few letters that have reached New Haven have 
contained cheery greetings and teiJ us that work is interesting and 
chaiJenging. 
" The past month has been very busy for, once again. the unit bas 
moved, this time (happily) into what seems to be its permanent 
station. The moving itself was quite strenuous for even in the short 
months we have been here we managed to coiJect odd bits of furniture 
and things which seemed too precious not to be brought along to our 
new quarters. As a resttlt ever-yone was heavily laden. Every 
individual was almost completely submerged by numerous packages, 
clutched tightly plus all of our usual field equipment. 
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"Our quarters are really very comfortable and we especially appre-
ciate the cleanl iness and the brightness which goes with being the 
first occupants of new buildings. We have six quarter., all built 
alike-long low buildings of soft gray stucco and coral t ile roofs. 
Each house has room for twenty-four occupants and we divided the 
nursing personnel as evenly as possible letting special fri ends live in 
the same quarters. It has all worked out very nicely. for a unit as 
large as ours is botmd to br·eak down into many small g roups. 
' 'Each quarter· bas 10 double and 4 single rooms. While these 
rooms are small, they are finished in ivory and have a very large 
window which slides away into the wall space so that the size of the 
room seems increased. As you can well believe, after two weeks of 
occupancy, each room has taken on the individuality of its owners, 
even though the built-in furniture is the same iu all quarters-
attractive, stream-l ined, modern type, blond fi nish. 
" At first we had very little in the way of ' messing ' facilit ies, and 
as a consequence we all used our mess kits and sat on piles of lumber· 
to consume our hearty fare. A little later, we shared one common 
Mess Hall with the patients and enlis ted men still using our mess 
kits-until yesterday ! Now we are in our own Officers ' Mess which 
is spacious and better equipped for good cooking and service. I 
suppose all om· previous improvising bas made us very appreciative 
of table cloths, t rays, glasses and silverware. Everyone is delighted 
at this new touch of luxury. 
" The Nursing Office is located in the Administr·ation Building of 
the Hospital. I thought that we would never accomplish this. We 
are here, however, right in the center· of things. 
" I was interested in !\I iss Nelson 's account o£ the rate that s tudent 
marriages were taking place. I think that we might run into much 
the same situation here except for the fact that Army Regulations 
state that an Army Nurse's husband will be transferred from the 
post where she is assigned. We have plenty of romance in our midst, 
however. I refer to the marriage of one of our Hartford nurses 
last evening to a young lieutenant whom she met the day we landed 
here. He had come aboard our ship that evening asb.;ng if there 
were any girls ft·om Connecticut. In view of the fact that he is 
going up to more active service in a couple of days, they decided 
to be married. We certainly did have excitement preparing for a 
wedding with only an hour's notice; but an altar, floral decorations 
and bowls of rice were on band w·hen the wedding took place and it 
was r eally very pretty and impressive. 
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"We have recalled our nurses who have been on various assign-
ments, for we anticipate a very busy service within a short time. 
In fact we are opening our wards just as quickly as we possibly 
can. So far we have three Isolation, three General Medicine, one 
Psychiatric, two General Surgery, two Orthopedic, and two Com-
municable Disease wards going, and expect opening at least four 
more within a few days. Even now new plans for further expansion 
are being developed, and unless we are mistaken, the 39th General 
Hospital will be much larger than we anticipated back in New Haven. 
" Miss Yoho is doing a splendid job in the Medical Service and 
looks happier by the moment as l1er responsibilities increase. She 
has so many good ideas and has a positive genius for putting them 
across. l\liss Macintyre is doing the same thing in relation to 
Surgery. The operating room is almost a ' surgeon 's dream come 
true.' Also, efficiency measures are being planned such as a ' prep 
team'-having a barber among its members-to be responsible for 
all surgical preparations in the hospital; another team responsible 
for giving all transfusions and infusions, this responsibility extend-
ing to the preparation of the sets, sharpening of the needles, etc. A 
few months will show us bow well this can work or what problems 
will present themselves. Having all male patien ts and no student 
nurses is, in itself, a strange situation to most of us. When over 
fifty per cent of the patients can leave the ward to go to the Mess 
Hall for meals, another great problem takes care of itself. 
" You might be inter ested to know that Mary Smith is in charge 
of an active Communicable Disease Ward, Lucy Carrington is Charge 
Nurse of the General Surgical Ward, Kathleen Barrett will have the 
Neuro-Surgical Ward and P eggy Nielson the G. U. Ward. Katherine 
Allen and J osephine Steiner are assisting Miss Macintyre in getting 
the Surgical Section equipped and organized, whi1e Lucia Allyn is 
doing the same with Miss Yobo on the Medical side. 
" There is something very thrilling and satisfying about organizing 
from the very beginning, and we only hope that our plans and our 
judgments will be sound as we shape our nursing service. The 
enthusiasm and willingness to work will make it go. We should 
have no trouble for everyone is so relieved to he starting work at 
last in our own hospital. 
''Our patients, the American boys, are such good ones. They seem 
grateful to have care from American nurses. They talk and talk, and 
just seem to be so relieved by at last ba.ving women from home 
administer to their needs. I really believe that one of the big parts 
of our function here is to listen to these boys for they seem to need 
just that, so much. They seem to have come through a t rying experi-
ence very well and are usually eager to get back into the fight. The 
girls say that it really takes only ten minutes before the pictures of 
their families are brought out-these boys seem very young! 
"Mail has not been reaching us too well lately, but when it does 
come we all look for news of the New Haven Hospital and the Yale 
School of Nursing. We think we were fortunate to be assigned 
here, although every so often someone sighs and says, 'If this place 
could only be transplanted within telephone d istance of home. ' 
Practically everyone bas settled down, though, and as the work in 
our own hospital increases, the rate of contentment increases 
proportionally. " 
Y. S. N. IN SERVICE AT HOME 
Carolyn Ladd Widmer, '29, who last year was instructor of the 
Refreshe r CotLrse, Y. S. N., went to the University of Connecticut 
at Storrs last fall to organize and direct a school of nursing there. 
After taking a refresher course in the fall of 1941, Margar·et Petti-
grew, '30, writes that she was in charge of the Nursery. iu the Cot-
tage Hospital, Galesburg, Illinois. Last December, her husband was 
called to be a Chaplain in the Naval Reserve and earl~· in 19-!3, she 
plans to move back to Cornwall, Connecticut. 
Prior to moving to Northern Idaho, Marian Cowperthwait Roth, 
'31, taught Chemistry at the Franklin High School when the teacher 
shortage became more acute. 
Mary F oster Samuel, '31, reports that she has become a very 
efficient ''milkman' '; that in spite of ice, snow, below zero weather, 
shortage of milk, labor, gas, tires, e tc., the County is still being served 
with milk seven days a week. 
Charlotte van Cleve McKeown, '31, is busy supervising a Red 
Cross Aide Program and assisting with the instruction of this group. 
Jessie Munger Wry, '32, is more than busy these days. She writes 
that she is enjoying all the delights ( T) of being the only Public 
Health nurse in the county with a population of 22,000, further 
complicated by the fact that there is no Health Officer or sanitarian. 
To make everything " easier," a large army base is being built, and 
one town has increased in population 800%. " Babies in lush quan-
tities, commtLDicable disease control, and venereal disease case find-
ing" mean that she has little if any spare time. 
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One ten minute talk, that Helen P eters Bisby, '33, made was to 
the San Quentin convicts a short time ago. 
Due to three transfers in the last six months, Beatrice Stockwell, 
'33, reports " unknown " to the question, To which regional group do 
you belong 1 She is in the army and likes it very much ; assisted 
opening a 1,500 bed hospital at Camp Kilner and in general has been 
getting experience with a capital E. She is now working under 
Captain Florence MacDonald, who was named the " woman of the 
year" for her work in Boston. All in all, Bee says, life is most 
interesting ! 
And ria Gardner Cady, '34, says that the shortage of nurses in 
Utica is most acute and that she has become a Private Duty nurse 
in order to do her bit. Hours-l P. M. to midnight since that fits 
in best with the rest of her responsibilities- a home, husband and 
cbilcl. 
A distance of thirty-five miles from town and an " A " card keep 
Elizabeth Lawton, '34. from participating in regional group acti,;ties. 
As· Superintendent of Nurses, Arroyo del Valle, Livermore, Cah -
fornia, she is busy; but manages to find time to help the Nursing 
Education Committee of the Tuberculosis Association wi th its two 
main activities: namely, to build up an interest in better training 
in tuberculosis in the undergraduate course and to promote graduate 
work in tuberculosis through the university. 
I va Torrens, '34, says that working with the Red Cross is graB(] 
and that of course there is plenty to do. the latter being done by 
volunteers and nurses together. 
Due to a physical ailment that proved to be a temporary thing, 
Raiclie Poole, '35, was transferred out of Yale U nit the day before 
it left Camp Edwards. She is still assigned to duty at Camp E dwards 
and reports that ther e is plenty to do. 
In the last year and a half, E lizabeth Rice Drake, '35, has had 
much experience dealing with the housing situation in defense areas. 
At one time, : he says, they seriously considered buying a trailer. 
Helen M. Smith, '35, says her position in the Allentown State 
Hospital is ve1·y interesting and challenging, that problems seem 
almost insurmountable at t imes, but work out eventually. 
Besides teaching Home Nursing, Eleanor Stonington Stevens, '35, 
has been helping in the prenatal clinic which the Ilardin County 
Health Dept. (Ky.) bas organized . (see p. 14.) 
At present, Illabel Lesher, '36, is working in Haverhill, Mass., but 
is still with the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., as Public Health 
nurse. She writes that she and another nurse cover seven towns ; 
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and that the landscape of the quaint, friendly New E ngland towns 
is a treat after living in New York City three years. She has just 
received an invitat ion from the War Department in Washington to 
join a medical unit where her ability to speak Chinese is a necessary 
factor. 
Kathleen Thornton, '36, says that Child Psychiatry seems to have 
met a boom year and that facilities (and disposit ions) are taxed to 
the limit. Leisure time activities include staffing, rationing of food-
stuffs, and conver sion to coal. 
From Alaska, Catherine Bastress, '37, writes that her job is the 
same, but they have been kept very busy this winter as the hospital 
had to close because of the nurse shortage. 
Last summer, Virginia Case Byrne, '37, did r ural health work under 
the auspices of the Vermont Council of Churches-the work was 
state-wide and in the unchurched mountain areas not reached by 
any other similar service. The project consisted of health clinics, 
follow-up of cases and publicity talks to groups of women in an 
effort to get sponsors for further work in the future. 
Elizabeth Evans, '40, plans t o leave New H aven about the firs t of 
May and travel to Alaska where she will be in Public Health work. 
Last fall, Betty Ricklefs, '41, t1·a velled to Minnesota, to learn about 
the Kenny Treatment and techniques from Sister Kenny herself. 
A more detailed account is included in the NEws. (see p. 15.) 
ENGAGED 
Aleena Eisnor '42 to Mr. James Alexandra Young, J r . 
J ean Goodrich '42 to Mr. Merritt A. Williamson. 
MARRIED 
Mabel Beekman '33 to Mr. Donald H. Fritts. 
Kathleen Holland '33 to Mr. Lawrence F. Sherman. 
Catherine Tierney '33 to Captain William F . Cronin. 
Tabitha Wilson '33 to Mr. F. Paul Rossetter . 
Margaret Beaghler '36 to Mr. Merritt C. Wells. 
Lois Ryman '39 to Captain Clifton W. Anderson. 
Ellen Boyd '40 to Rev. Ernest Bigelow. 
Helen Butler '40 to Mr. Hemy Charles Barkhorn, J r. 
Emma Jane Foster '40 to John E. P etach, Jr. (Killed in action, 
July 10, 1942) . 
Marion Holloway '40 to Lt. Jack Rosenbaum. 
Emeline Leinbach '40 to Captain H . E . Armst rong. 
Mary A. Sjobeck '40 to Lt. John T. Evans. 
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Mary Wheeler '-!0 to Dr. Elpenor Ohle. 
Judith Whitmore '40 to Private Stanley Wenmark. 
Elinor Ann Affinito '41 to Captain Michael Ingelido. 
Ethel Hansen '41 to Lt. Edwa rd Grasso. 
Margaret Haseltine '41 to Lt. Knute Berger, Jr. 
Elizabeth Kurtz '41 to Lt. Michael PLtzak. 
Mary Beale '42 to Private Edward H. Kenyon. 
Margaret Daniorth '-!2 to Mr. Abram Kaminiski. 
Marian Davis '42 to Mr. Louis Dub rule. 
Claire Leonard '42 to Mr. Gerard L . Sandersen. 
Olga E . Louis '42 to Dr. Raymond Zagraniski. 
Elizabeth Wright '-!2 to Rev. Lawrence Mains. 
BORN 
A girl- to Dr. and Mrs. Myron E. W egman (Isabel H owe '31) . 
A boy-to Mr. and l\ftos. Samuel T. Burkhard (J ean W. Russell '32) . 
A girl-adopted by J1.1r. and Mrs. Samuel Thompson (Sophia Fisher 
'33 ) . 
A girl-to Mr. and Mrs. Jay H. F eatherman (Sarah Kaufman '33 ) . 
A g irl-to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ness (Miriam Abelson '34) . 
A boy-to Dr. and Mrs. Sidney W. Stringer (Helen Dann '34) . 
A girl-to Mr. and Mrs. Lynn W. Shaw (Mary Huntington '34) . 
A girl-to Lt. and Mrs. Ashley Pond (Lucille Olson '34) . 
A boy-adopted by Mr. and Mrs. James E. Walter (Elizabeth Perr y 
'34) . 
A girl-to Dr. and Mrs. Robert F eldman (Ruth Thomas '34) . 
A boy-to Dr. and Mrs. Carl W. Maddocks (Margar et Chalker '35). 
A boy-to Lt. and Mrs. John T. Cowles (Viola Hovey '35 ) . 
A hoy-to Mr. and Mrs. George C. Giannon ( Marie Roberts '35) . 
A hoy-to llfr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. Briggs (Mildred Twiss '35) . 
A girl- to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Hughes Fillmore (Margaret Birchard 
'36) . 
A girl-to Mr. and Mrs. James S. Angier {Anita Edwards '36) . 
A girl-to Dr. and Mrs. DavidS. Dolo,vitz (Frances Fleisher '36) . 
A boy-to Dr. and Mrs. Walter Lawrence (Nettie I glehart '36 ) . 
A boy-to Captain and Mrs. Louis N. Claiborn ( Aldyth Longshore 
'36) . 
A boy- to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Bickford (Ellinor Ralph '36). 
A girl-to Dr. and Mrs. James B. Lounsberry (Beatrice Thomen '36) . 
Agirl-adopted by Dr. and Mrs. William J . McNeish {Anna Wertz 
'36) . 
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YALE NURSING SCHOOL GRADUATES 
WITH ARMED FORCES 
THE WINTER UN IFORM 
A. N.C. 
1. 1-\atlu:r iuc B .. \lkn 
:!. Lucia G. Allyn 
:t, K nt hleen ~~ .1{:\J'I'I' tt 
-L 'l' hl· llua R. n :u t• 
,;, .\nne Ururh;d (at'lt'l' .July 6. Hl -43) 
ij, E st her Budd 
i. ltla R. Bumsh.•a.ll 
""· t'aruhn llulhrvtlk .Burt 
9 . Lucy ·a. ('arriu~ton 
11l. F.: h.•:~ unr :\1. (':n,·rr 
I I. N:wn· .1. ('oil' 
1:!. ) l :u ·y' fo:. ('oul_,. 
13. Ruth \\'. Ut>~m 
14. Carolyn L. du Pout 
SCENES AT CA 
39th GENERA 
lMP EDWARDS 
l L HOSPITAL 
YALE NURSING SCHOOL GRADUATES 
WITH ARMED FORCES 
T HE SU MMER UNIFORM 
A. N.C. 
Lt. E lizabeth B. Jlngt•r 
16. El iznbeth A . .llarring1ou 
17. Franct's llillmun 
18 .. lane H olden 
HJ. E lizab(•th llollaudl'r 
~0 .. \li<·c O.llow:trd 
21. 1\atlwrine 1\eh:ham 
:?::!. H:uth .lo\ K ozak 
~;t ~tcphuny .J. Koz:tk 
:?4. 'l'hchua 1,. Laird 
~,). EYelyu Langmuir 
2G. J rmet U. Lewis 
27. Grace Lym:Jn 
:?8. Martina C. L,·udt 
:!!). ~J. Irene ~f:.H.'fntnc 
an . . Elslu:th 111. )leustr 
~ I. ~farg:trt:'t ;\foss 
:~:!. )l:irg:trct ~eilson 
:{;{, Ruth P. Ogdl'U 
3 4. Dorothy _E. PL>ck 
:~:). ).fa l-.jo r il• E. Pet·k 
3fi. Raidir Poole 
:n. GCI·t rude Rolwrts 
:t'). Euuna Lois S hnffl•r 
:~n. )l:n~· Bowm:)n Rmith 
-lO. ll ('h:n ~outhou 
.J I. .lo£wp1tiu~;· Stt.•iu(·r 
42. Dl!:t tricc Stockwell 
43. E,·clyn T. Stotz 
44. Elizabeth ,J, SwCl.' t 
4.). H elen .r. T hornburg 
40. Clara.\.. Tr!l\'l?r 
-!7. Elc:uwr F'. Voorhies 
4 ~. H elen \\'t•rsebl' 
49 . .f<'rnuet•s r. '"heelul'k 
;)0. Bdith M. WindPif'r 
.)1. DecYoho 
0:!:!. Louise 1-'. Zellner 
A boy-to Dr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Warthin (Virginia C. Whittier 
'36). 
A girl-to Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Case (Virginia Byrne '37) . 
A boy-adopted by Dr. and Mrs. Robert G. J ohnston (Eleanor Fisher 
'37 ) . 
A boy-to Mr. and Mrs. Clement L . Henshaw (Rosemary F orbes '37). 
A girl-to 1\k and Mrs. Edgar N. Sanford (Marion Goodrich '37) . 
A boy-to Lt.and Mrs. William Oakes (Josephine Hogan '37 ) . 
A girl-to Dr. and Mrs. Allan B. Grunden, Jr., (Marjorie Morse '37). 
A girl-to Captain and Mrs. Norman Cressy (Harriet Northrop '37). 
A girl- to Mr. and Mrs. Russell H . White (Anna A. Tuthill '37 ) . 
A boy-to Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore Milici (Esther Dunn '38) . 
A girl-to Lt. and Mrs. Harry W. Gill (Eleanor Keating '38 ) . 
A gi rl-to Lt. and Mrs. Newton K. Chase (Elizabeth N. Kilbourn '38 ) . 
A boy-to Dr. and Mrs. Paul Rekers (Katherine Simpson '38 ) . 
A boy-to Lt. and Mrs. Bradford Simmons (Margaret Yelland '38) . 
A boy-to Dr. and Mrs. John C. La rkin, Jr. (Alice Blinn '39) . 
A boy-to Mr. and Mrs. James N. Buckner (Ruth Curtis '39) . 
A boy-to Dr. and Mrs. James Twyman (Be sie Dariotis '39 ) . 
A girl- to Mt·. and Mrs. Phillip Hutt (Eleanor P hillips Hutt '39 ). 
A boy-to Rev. and Mrs. Allan A. Kohler (Lorraine J or genson '39 ) . 
A boy-to Captain and Mrs. Jules Alan Plaut (Ellen Kingsley '39 ). 
A girl-to Mr. and 1\il'S. Richard Hemenway (Dorothea Knott '39 ) . 
A boy-to Mr. and l\1J.'S. Robert A. Whiting, Jr. (Ruth Suttie '39 ) . 
A girl-to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil F. Th istletou (Kathryn Stiefbold '39) . 
A boy- to Mr. and Mrs. J. Richard Ilaynes (Eleanor Ward '39 ) . 
A boy-to Lt. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Rudd (Marian Wilcox '39) . 
A boy-to Ensign aud Mrs. George P. Fraga (Genevieve F aeh '40 ) . 
A boy- to Lt. and Mrs. Wilbert A. Allen (Marjorie Frick '40 ). 
A boy- to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Welker (Edna Zane '40 ). 
A boy-to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence B. Stadlet· (Althea Davis '.U) . 
A boy-to Mr. and Mrs. J . Willcox Brown (Natalie Linton '41). 
A girl-to Mr. and 1\11.-s. John R. Frey (Mary Elizabeth P eoples '41 ) . 
A girl-to Rev. and Mrs. David M. Currie (Marguerite Winn '41 ) . 
A girl-to Dr. and Mrs. PhillipS. Brezina (Frances Bevans '42 ) . 
A girl-to Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Guptil (Barbara A. Guptil '42) . 
A girl-to Dr. and Mrs. Giles S. Porter (Elaine 1\L P orter '42) . 
A girl-to Captain and Mrs. Douglass W. Walker (Janet S. Walker 
'42). 
Boys 30-Girls 28 
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OFFICIAL BALLOT 
Yale University School of Nursing Alumnae Association 
June, 1943 
FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT 
Virginia Harte· Hulbert (1\frs. George H. Hulbert), B.A. Wellesley 
1932; B.N. Yale 1935 ; Health Nurse New Haven (Conn.) 
State Teachers College, 1941-
Y.S.N. Alumnae Assn.; Member Nominating Committee, 1940; 
Member Alumnae Day Committee, 1941, '42; Second Vice-
President, 1942. 
SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT 
Anne Middlemiss, Instructor in Clinical S urgical Nursing; Surgical 
Supervisor , New Haven H ospital. Hibbing Junior Coli. 1930-
33; B.N. Yale 1936. 
Y.S.N. Alumnae Assn.; Third Director, 1942. 
Elizabeth Simmons (Mrs. L.W.). B.A. Bethany Coil. (W.Va.) 1924; 
B.N. Yale 1929; volunteer instr. ARC 1941-
SECRETARY 
Elizabeth Oster; B.A. Goucher Coli. 1929; M.N. Yale 1939; Staff 
Nurse, New Haven Visiting Nurse Assoc. 1942-
Margaret Gibson; B.A. Syracuse Univ. 1936; JILN. Yale 1941 ; 
Assist. Clinical P ediatric Nursing, New Haven Hospital, 1941-
THIRD DIRECTOR 
Carolyn Ladd Widmer, B.A. Wellesley, 1923; B. N. Yale 1932; 
Dean of School of Nursing, University of Connecticut, 1942-
Pauline Parker; B.A. Reed Coil. 1937, B.N. Yale 1935. 
Public Health Nurse, State Dept. Health, Har tford, Conn., 
1940-
DUES 
$6.00 yearly for those living and working in Connecticut. 
This includes dues of $4.00 for membership in the Con-
necticut State Nurses' Association and in the American 
Nurses' Association. 
$2.00 yearly for associate and non-resident members. 
A subscription to the ALUMNAE NEws is included when 
the dues are paid by March 1st. 
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COMMENCEMENT CALENDAR 1943 
June 5, Saturday 
10 A.M. } Y.U.S.N.A.A. Advisory Council Meeting-Y.W.C.A. Green 
and Gold Room 
12:30 P. )1. Luncheon-Y.W.C.A. Green and Gold Room 
2 P.M. Annual Meeting-Brady Auditorium 
5: 30 P.M. Alumnae Picnic Supper- Place to be announced at annual 
meeting 
June 6, Sunday 
11 A.M. Commencement Exe.r('ises-Woolsey Hall 
Degrees will be conferred upon about 300 graduates of the 
Graduate School a nd professional schools. 
No l10uorary dE'g rees wi11 be conferred. 
After the conferring of degrees, a brief add_ress will be 
delivered by the President. 
No tickets win be re<Juired. 
There will be no Alumni Luncheon. 
DIRECTORY 
Class of 1926 
AUOIJR, Priscilla, ( Mrs. Boris Kublano~) cjo C. E. Augur, Route No. 1, Box 231, 
Lyme, Conn. At home. 
BlRELY1 Charlotte, (Mrs. Gustaf E. Lindskog), 50 Marvel Rd .. , Ne'"' Da,•i;>n 1 Conn. 
At home. 
FITZGERALD, Helene, 6116 Tyndnl Ave., Riverdale, N. Y. Medical Secretary. 
GAUYA, 'Vina L ., 722 W. 168tb St., New York, N. Y. Supervisor, New York 
P sychiatric Institute, N ew York, N. Y. 
GOODRJCB, Anne Marion, (Mrs. F. C. Sanford 'Waters), 413 E. 53rd St., New York, 
N. Y. Welfare Photography and part time Public Relations. 
PINKNEY, Doris B., ( Mrs. Stanton T. Allison), Quar ters 9, U . S. Naval H ospi tal, 
Brooklyn, N. Y.; School Nurse, Brearley S<!hool, N. Y. 
SPAULDING, Catherine, 41 Thompson St., Winchester, Mass. A t home. 
SWEENEY, Gladys, (Mrs. William Gabriel), 324 Marine A\·e., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
At home. 
TAYLOR, Mary, (Mrs. Walter Swoboda) , Norwich, Vermont. Lecturer in Nursing 
Education, B oston University Sebool of Nursing. 
Class of 1927 
BIXLER, Elizabeth, 249 Broadway, Nonvich, Conn. Director of Nursing, N orwich 
State Hospital. 
BUDDJNGTON, Graee, (Mrs. Jobn Thornbe rry), 3661 Janssen Pl., Kansas City, Mo. 
At home. 
Gn .. aERT, Ruth, 4040 Whitney Ave., Mt. Carmel, Conn. Supervisor, Community 
Psychiatric Service, New Haven H ospital. 
HALL, E vangeline, ( Mrs. Ceeil R. Morris), Simmons College, 300 Tbe F enway, 
Boston, Mass. Assistant Professor Public Health Nursing, Simmons 
College. 
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HENNESSEY, Helen, 1!:!-26 31st St., Astoria, N. Y. Acting Supervisor of Nurses, 
Association for Aid of Crippled Children. 
HUYPBREY, Priscilla W., ( Mrs. Bela Halpert), 718 N. E. 15th St., Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma. Instructor of Nursing, The St. Anthony School of 
Nursing. . 
KEPLER, Aura, 49 Englewood Ave., Brookline, Mass. Public Health Nurstn.g 
Supervisor, Mass. State Dept. of Health. 
KIRK, Virginia, Box 288, Franklin, Tenn. Research Associate, Williamson 
County Child Guidance Study, Tenn. State Dept. of I:Tealtb. 
Mc0o&K.LE, Mae Diana, 100 Howe St., New H aven, Conn. Maternity Supervisor, 
New Haven Visiting Nurse Association. 
PALJI[ER, Sybil, (Mrs. George E. Bellos), 60 I!artsdale Rd. , Elmsford, N. Y. 
A.ssistant Director of Nurses, Westchester County Health Dept. 
PANGBURN, Evanita, (Mrs. Arthur H. Morse), 141 Deepwood Drive, Hamden, 
Conn. At home. 
RICHAB.DSON, Annie, Gorham, New Hampshire. Nurse, Public Service Camp. 
TuCKER, Marjorie, 102 E. 22nd St., New York, N. Y. Assistant to Director of 
Nursing Service, American Red Cross, North Atlantic Area, N. Y. 
WATERBURY, Elizabetb, 50S. 2nd Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Director of Nursing, 
Mt. Vernon City Dept. of I!ealtb. 
WEBSTER, Marjorie, (Mrs. Harrison A. Beckley), Duck Holes Rd., ~fadison, Conn. 
Public Health Nurse, Madison Public Health N ursing Association. 
ZUR.RER, Gertrude, Cedarcrest Sanitorium, Hartford, Coon. 
Class of 1928 
DOWNEY, L aura, (Mrs. Edward P. Robinson), 1075 Bryn Mawr Ave., Albuquerque, 
Ne'v :Mexico. At. home. 
HoLBROOK, Carol, (Mrs. Carol Ifolbrook Burt), Station Hospital 2, Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina. Army Nurse Corps. 
HOWARD, Alice G., Tilton General Hospital, Fort Di.x, New J ersey. Army N11rse 
Corp• (Bellevue Unit). 
LEWIS, Eleanor W., 1320 York Ave., New York, N. Y. Supervisor of Out-patient 
Psychiatric Unit, New York HospitaL 
MuNSON, Barbara, 1921 8th Ave., San Francisco, Calif. Supervisor of Univer· 
sity of California H ospital. 
N.a.su, Ma ry (Mrs. Hennan A. Brautigam), 116 Broad St., Hamilton, N. Y. 
At home. 
NORMAN, Marion (Mrs. Donald M. Burns), 435 E. St., Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Instructor, Americ3n Red Cross. 
PERRY, Olive, (ll.!rs. Herbert F. Hahn), 319 W. 98th St., New York, N. Y. At 
home. 
RITCHIE, Helen, (Mrs. Phillip C. Kyle), 611 N. Main St., Tacoma, Wash. At 
home. 
WALKLEY, Olive, Fairfield State Hospital, Newtown, Conn. Superintendent of 
Nurses. 
\VIOGEN, Faith, (Mrs. Frank M. E xner), Deceased. 
Class of 1929 
BENz, Laura. L., (Mrs. William J. Dunn), 126 Chestnut St., Winnetka, illinois. 
At home. 
CRANnELL, Sara F., (Mrs. Henry Waaheim Jr.,), 2648 Edgewood Rd., Utica, 
N. Y. At home. 
ENO.HES, Helen G., 42 N. Dunlap St., Memphis, Tenn. Director of Nursing 
Serviee, Psychiatric Hospital, University of Tenn. 
FEA..R, Dorothy L., Dunmore, Pa. Sebool Nurse, Scranton Keystone Junior 
CoUege. 
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HEIST, LucilJe, ( Mrs. Everett S. Brown), 182 North Main St., Geneva, N. Y. 
At home. 
LADn, Carolyn (Mrs. Robert Widmer), University of Conneetieut, Storrs, Conn. 
Dean of the School of Nursing, University of Connecticut. 
LJNGBAM, Gertrude, Madison College, Mad.ison, T enn. Director of Nursing 
Education, Professor of Health, :Madison Col1ege. 
MoNRAD, Ruth, (Mrs. 0. H . T1lom), Isabel, Kansas. At home. 
MoYLE, Elinor, 378 Orchard St., N ew Haven, Conn. Assistant Night Supervisor, 
New Haven Hospital , Instructor, Y.S.N. 
RussELL, Marion E., cjo Mr. Douatt Russell , 1.552 Columbia Ave., Burlingame, 
Calif. Senior P sychiatric Worker , State Dept. of Institutions. 
St ll<li<ONS, Elizabeth, (Mrs. Leo W. Simmons), 36 Shor t Hill Rd., Hamden, Conn. 
At home. 
SNYDER, J eannette, 1~ B St., N.E., Washington, D . C. Assistant Public Health 
Nursing Consultant, U.S.P.H.S. 
V AlTCB, Maria, M.D., Zagreb, Yugoslavia. Dirootor of the Public Health Station, 
Yugoslavia. 
W ENRJOH1 Marion, Mar y KirkJa nd Hall , Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 
Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Vanderbilt University 
School of Nrusing. 
WBJTE, J ane, Hurley Hospital, Flint, Michigan. Anaesthetist, Burley Hospital. 
Class of 1930 
ARMSTRONG, Elizabeth, ( Mrs. Henry H. Bucholz), 52 P endleton St., New Haven, 
Conn. At home. 
BOWLES, H azel H., 58 Paradise Rd., Nort hampton, Mass. Public Health Nune, 
Smith College. 
BR.ANDSON, Nanna, (Mrs. J ohn A. Hillsman), 94 i\Iiddle Gate, Armstrong 's Point , 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. At home. 
CRooKE, F1orane, (Mrs. Elisha Canni.ng JT.), 11 l\Ieda P l., White P lains, N. Y. 
At home. 
DANTELS, Antoinette B., 995 F orest Rd., N ew Haven, Con.n. Private Duty. 
liAR.R.!s, Elizabeth, (Mrs. Franeis L. Barton ), 20 Coolidge llill Rd., Cambridge, 
Mass. At home. 
ISENSEE, Gayle, Brasstown, North Carolina. lleal th Education nnd Community 
Nursing, John C. Campbelt Folk School, and Brasstown Health Association. 
JOHNSON, J ean, (Mrs. Gerald E. Fraser ), Mount Denson, Nova Scotia., Canada. 
At home. 
MoNAtR, Marion G., Florham Park, New J ersey. Field Supervisos·r, Morris County, 
New J ersey, Tuberculosis Association. 
MASON, Grace, (Mrs. T. Allenbach), 128 Sheffield Rd., Columbus, Ohio. At home. 
METT, Jane Frances. Deceased. 
Nrous, :Mildred, District of Columbia Building, Washington, D. C. District 
Supervisor, Health Dept. 
NoYES, Hele.n, (Mrs. Gorden McKay), Stonington, Mai.ne. Co·Editor of News· 
paper. 
PERR.Y, Hope, (Mrs. Clifford M. Myers), 91h Dalton St., Waterville, Maine. At 
home. 
PETTIGREW, Margaret , (Mrs. J ohn H. Westbrook Jr.), 1149 N. Broad St., Galea· 
burg, Illinois. At home. 
REYNOLDS, I na B., 3230 Abell Ave., Baltimore, Md. Instructor of P ublic Hea1tb 
Nursi.ng, Union MemoriaJ H ospital School of Nursing, Baltimore. 
R HOADS, Elizabeth, Riverton Rd., Morristown, New J ersey. .At home. 
SLAV1N, Mary, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, P a. Head Nurse, Bryn Mawr Col-
lege Infirmary. 
WJNDELER, Edith, L aurenburg Maxton, Army Air B ase, Maxton, N. C. 
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Class of 1931 
ALDRICH, Dorothy, St. Luke's Hospital, Boise, Idaho. Nursing Arts Instructor. 
AusTIN, Barbara, (Mrs. Arthur J. Cavanagh), 134 Shirley Ave., Buffalo, N. Y. 
At home. 
BALDWIN, AdeUe, (Mrs. Ulric A. Lanoue), Box 216, Green~e, Ohio. At b~me. 
BELIA.VSKY, Xenia, (Mrs. Francis Horn), Fillmore Gardens, Fillmore Rd., Arhng-
ton, Virginia. At home. 
Buss, LoU~ Anne, Franklin Hospital, Franklin, Ne'"" Hampshire. Superintendent 
of Hospital. 
BoARDM.AN, Gladys Elizabeth, ( Mrs. George Courten>y Glass), 31 Sulgrave Rd., 
West Hartford, Conn. At home. 
BROOKS, Priseilla, (Mrs. Donald Ward), 122 Columbia Ave., Cranston, R. I . At 
home. 
BUDD, Esther, 39th General Hospital , A.P.O. 715, ejo Postmaster, San Francisco, 
Calif. 
CoLVIN, Margaret, (~frs. Mer I G. Colvin) 1 R.D. 2, Williamsport, Pa. At home. 
CowPE.R.TBWAIT, Marion A., (Mrs. '\Villiam F. Roth J r.), 214 W. Foster, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho. At home. 
CURTIS, Mary, 333 Washington St., Apt. C 6, Hartford, Conn. Director of Nurs-
i.ug, Hartford Retreat. 
DITCRBURN, Eileen H. , (Mrs. Eric Troop), 716 Stadium Ave., Toronto, Canada. 
At home. 
FoSTER, Mary (Mrs. Thomas Sa.muel), R. R. 4, Fowler, lndia.na. At home. 
HARMON, Elea.nor, (Mrs. Ralph F . Batchelder), 6845 Odessa Ave., Van Nuys, 
Calif. At home. 
HA.WKJNS, Elizabeth D., (Mrs. Clement S. Wilson), 159 Park Rd., Brunswick, 
Maine. At home. 
HouoBTON
1 
Mary1 (Mrs. Daniel Beers), 40 Wall St., New H aven, Conn. Super-
visor of Auxiliary \Vorkers, New Ha,·en Hospital, I nstructor Y.S.N. 
HoWE, Isabel, (Mrs. Myron E. Wegma n), 6930 Dartmouth St., Forest Hills, N . Y. 
At home. 
HUEY, Dorothy A., Smith College, Northampton, Mass. Director of Nursing and 
Infirmary, Smith College. 
LUCE, Marguerite, Temple Hill School of Nursing, Chefoo, China. Acting Director. 
LY.M.AN, Grace, 302nd Station Dispensary, Headquarters 8th B omber Command, 
A.P.O. 634, New York. Army Nurse Corps. 
L YMAN, Ruth, ( Mrs. JohD R. Fanselow), 921 E. Alton St., Appleton, Wis. At 
home. 
MOB.R1S 1 Margaret, (Mrs. John H. Scammon), 11 Nantucket Rd., Newton High-
lands, Mass. At home. 
PARK, Kathryn, Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass. Head Nurse Isham Infirmary. 
PRENTICE, Madeline, (Mrs. Benjamin Gilbert), 13 Commerce St., New York, N. Y. 
At home. 
RoKLITZER, Therese, M.D., (Mrs. Visnjovski), Zagreb, Yugoslavia. At home. 
SRAw, Lucy H. (Mrs. M. A. Schultz), 1206 Maxine Ave., Fli.ut, Michigan. At 
home. 
SLOCUM, Katharine, (Mrs. B enton B. Owen), Old Orchard Rd., North Haven, 
Conn. At home. 
SUN, Mary (Mrs. Shih Cb=g Liang), B 13 Shui Mo Hutring, Peipi.ug, China. 
At home. 
TlLTON1 Eleanor, (Mrs. Rowland L. Davis Jr.), 7 Barton Rd., Mountain Lakes, 
New Jersey. At home. 
VAN CLEvE, Charlotte, (Mrs. R. M. MeKeowu), 1345 Central Ave., Marshfield, 
Oregon. At home. 
\VERES~~i~elen, 39th General Hospital, A.P.O. 715, cjo Postmaster, San Francisco, 
Wrr..ous, Katherine, (Mrs. Cnrl H. Hamann), Box 304, Rockford, Dlinois. Direetor 
of Nursing, Psychiatric Sanitarium, 
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ARORE'R, Helen E. ( Mrs. Edward B. Bosworth), Briggs Memorial Hospital, Ithaca, 
N. Y. At home. 
BtERUSEN, I rma, 378 Orchard St ., !'.few Haven, Conn. Assistant Professor of 
Health Education, Y.S.N. Assistant in charge of H ealt h Service, New 
Haven Hospital. 
BORAN, Mary K., (Mrs. Edward F. Eagan), 33 Nahant St., Lynn, Mass. At 
home. 
CLINTON, Mildred (Mrs. S. E. Gerard Priestley) , 1000 Warburton Ave., Yonkers, 
N. Y. At home. 
D ULING, .Mattie, (Mrs. Benjamin P. L;,rnch), R. F. D. 1, P inehurst, P ortsmouth, 
Va. At home. 
EV&RJNGBAM1 Marjorie, (Mrs. Ronald P. Edgerly) , Elm St., Plaistow, N. H. 
At home. 
HANSON, Louise, (Mrs. Ole C. Hanson) , 608 Howry Ave., Deland, Florida. At 
home. 
HERRtCK, Carolyn A., 9 Howe St., New Haven, Conn. Allsistant Director, Night 
Nursing Service, New Haven H ospital. ln!tructor, Y.S.N. 
HoLLORAN, Margaret, (Mrs. J. Edwin Drew), 729 Park Ave., New York N. Y. 
Assistant Director , American Red Cross, NortlL Atlantic Area. 
HOWLAND, Elizabeth, 657 Main St., l:Ii:ngham, Mass. Assistant Director, Com-
munity Health Association, Boston, Mass. 
JOBNSON, Ruth C., 3161 Harvey Ave., Cincinnati, Oh.io. Assistant Director of 
Jewish HospitaL 
KING, Eleanor, 130 N. Normnl St., Ypsilanti, bfich. Assistant Professor of 
Nursing, Wayne Un.iversity, Detroit. 
LACOUNT, Bernice K., ( Mrs. Clintice L. Cowan), 2410 Pine Ave., Muskogee, 
Oklahoma. At home. 
MooR-E, J eanette, 224 Alexander St., Rochester, N. Y. Assistant Principal and 
Science Instructor, Genesee Hospital School of Nursing. 
M UNGER, Jessie, (Mrs. Charles Wry), Ephrata, Washi ngton. Publ ic Health Nurse, 
Grant C<>unty Health Dept. 
NEAL, Lora, Deceased. 
OSTERGREN, Sarah E., (Mrs. Joseph 0. Ward) , 4 0 Main St., Saugus, Mass. At 
home. 
PECK, Dorothy E., 39th General Hospital, A.P.O. 715, cfo P ostmaster, San F ran· 
cisco, Calif. 
PlNCHEIRA, Sofia, (:Mrs. Enrique Ehrenberg von Ungern), Avenida Los Aromos 
3500, Nuiloa, Santiago, Chile. At b ome. 
RussELL, Jean Warren, (Mrs. Samuel T. Burkhard), 310 S. Laurel St., Royal 
Oak, Mich. At home. 
SEYrFER, Cl1arlotte, St. Mary1 s Hospital, Duluth, Minn. Assistant Director, 
Dept. of Nursing Education, C<>llege of St. Seholastiea.. 
SB!NOLE, Shirley, (Mrs. Edward B. Speir), 1130 N. Tejon St., C<>lorado Springs, 
C<>lorado. At home. 
STRINGHAM, Charlotte, (Mrs. J ames A. Stringham), Addre-Bs unknown. 
TRIELBAR, F rances, 521 K eystone Ave., Bi'fer F orest, Ill. Instructor of Nursing 
Education, University of Chicago. 
UPCBuaca, Katherine, ( ~frs. Robert W. Huntington Jr.), 237 Bu.ena Vista Place, 
Memphis, Tenn. At home. 
WALTERs, Elizabeth, 60 5tb Ave., New York, N. Y. Representative of the Mae-
!Wilan C<>. 
WARREN, Ruth, (Mrs. Ovid P earson), 56 Tha.ckeray Rd., Rochester, N . Y. At 
home. 
WmTMA...'-", Alma, Wa.iluku, Mani County, Hawaii, T. H. Assistant Chief Public 
Health Nurse. 
WooDBmtY, Elizabeth, (Mrs. Lawson Wilkinson), 47 Park Circle, Milford, Conn. 
Assistant Night Supervisor, New Haven Hospital, I nstructor, Y.S.N. 
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AMIDON, Violet , Box 103, Mohawk, N. Y. Public H ealth Nurse, Herkimer County. 
BEEKMAN, Mabel, (Mrs. Donald H. F:dtts), 88 Carlton Ave., Washington, N. J. 
At borne. 
BRADSHAW, Harriet, Eastern State llospital, Medical Lake, Washington. Educa· 
tional Director. 
BUR.CBAM, Ruth, 2402 42nd St., No., Seattle, 'Vashington. Director of the Seattle 
Visiting Nurse Assoeiation, 
BURROw, Laura, (Mrs. Armistead R. Long Jr.) , Fayetteville, West Va. At l10me. 
OABLSON, Shirley, (Mrs. Charles T. Bown, 2nd), 145 Kenned.y Ave., Hempstead, 
L. I ., N. Y. At home. 
CHRISTIAN, Ruth B., ( Mrs. P aul H. Twaddle), 7 Ehn St., Rocky Hill, Conn. At 
home. 
DEFOE, Rose, ( Mrs. Richard M. Cook), 505 S. P ark St., Hastings, Micb. At 
home. 
DYE, Virginia, ( Mrs. Thomas E. Virgin ), Hundred, West Va. At home. 
FtSCB£&1 Sophia, (Mrs. Samuel T hompson), 420 Evarts St., N. E., 'Vasbington, 
D. C. Public Health NurSe. 
GoDEBN, Marion, 221 6th Ave., Moline, Til. H ead Nurse, Lutheran H ospitaL 
Gaoss, Clara C., (Mrs. Dennison H . Lawrence), 18 Hillcrest Dr., San Rafael, 
Calif. At home. 
HANs&N, Martha L., 1708 New Hampshire Ave., Washington, D. C. 
HARvm, Shirley, Laconia Hospital, Laconia, N. H. Director of Nurses. 
HOLLAND, Kathleen, ( Mrs. Lawrence F . Sherman), 1185 Boylston St ., Boston, 
Mass. Science Instructor, Whidden Memorial H ospital, E verett, ~Mass. 
H UNTINGTON, Arria, 506 6tb St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Pediatric Supervisor, Methodist 
Hospital. 
JAMES, Eliza beth, M.D., (Mrs. John E. Dotterer), 332 Nittany Ave., State College, 
Pa. 
KAUFMAN, Sarah, (Mrs. Jay F eatberman ), 117 Grove St., Elmira, N. Y. At 
home. 
LANGDON, Doris, South Windsor, Conn. Supervising Orthopedic Nurse, Division 
of Crippled Children, State Dept. of Health, Ha rtford, Conn. 
LEHN, CaroliDe, (Mrs. F. T. Gieges), Overlook Rd., Westport, Conn. At h ome. 
LTFE, Charlotte, ( Mrs. W. B. Warden), 207 Grove St., Somerville, N.J. At home. 
MACINTYRE, Margaret, 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, cfo Postmaster, 
San Francisco, Calif. 
MAcLEAN, J ean, 17 Howe St., N ew Haven, Conn. Medical Supervisor, New Haven 
Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
MAcWJLLIAM, Margaret, Skiff St., North H aven, Conn. Head Nurse, Medical 
Olinie, New Haven H ospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
OHLIN£, Dorothy, ( Mrs. Raymond E. K eller ), Pond Point B each, Milford, Conn. 
At borne. 
PETERS, Helen, ( Mrs. Spencer Bisby), 150 Camino H onora, San Anselino, Calif. 
At home. 
RAYNO&, Marion, ( Mrs. Moulton H. Farnbam), 28 Murray Ave., P ort Washington, 
L. I., N. Y. At home. 
RYLE, Anna, 17 Howe St., New Haven, Conn. Assistant Director of Nurses, New 
H aven Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
SWTB, Eleanor, 6268 N. Riverside Dr., Marine City, M.ic.b. N ursing Arts 
Instructor, Highland Park H ospital. 
SKTTB1 Verna, ( Mrs. J ean Rogier) , 37 Madison Ave., New York, N . Y. At home. 
STEBBJNS1 Iva, ( Mrs. John A. Kneisly), 1772 Brookline Ave., Dayton, Ohio. At 
home. 
STOCKWELL, Beatrice, (Mrs. I sley), AAB, Muroe, Calif. Army Nurse Corps. 
Tn:!tNEY, Catherine C., (Mrs. William F . Cronin), Oakwood Ave., Troy N. Y. 
Supervisor, Instructive District Nursing Aasoeiation. 
1 
VROOMAN, Ruth, ( Mrs. Philip Nassif), 17 Dalton Pl., Springfield, Mass. At l10me. 
WILSON, Tabitba, (Mrs. F. Paul Rossiter ), 62 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass. 
At home. 
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ABU.SON, Miriam, (~rs. Robert Ness), 845 Riverside Dr., New York, ~. Y. At 
home. 
B~R..UAN, Lily, 19 Howe St., New Ilaven, Conn. Graduate Student, Dept. of 
Public H ealth, Yale University. 
CIIAPllAN, Katherine L., ( Mrs. Herbert C. Francis), 3501 Woodmont Lo.ne, Na.sb-
vi1le, Tenn. Inst ructor, American Red Cross. 
OllASE, Thelma, (Mrs. Abner Bevin), East Hampton, Conn. At home. 
DANN, H elen, (Mrs. Sydney W. Stringer), 2223 E . Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y. 
At home. 
DUNCAN, Lillias, (Mrs. Myron J . Adnms), 1.300 }"airidge Dr., Kingsport, Tenn. 
At home. 
DVORKJN, Esther, (Mrs. A. R. Bloom), 9 Hubert St., Alexandria, Va. At home. 
EKBLOM, K:uin, ( Mrs. H oward Engstrom), 406 N. T homas St., Arlington, Ya. At 
home. 
ELLIOT, Ethel May, 71 8th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. Supervisor, Brooklyn Visiting 
Nurse Association. 
FtJtGUSON, Elizabeth R., 702 Gladstone St., Baltimore, Md. Consultant, Maternal 
and Cbild Hygiene, Maryland Stat e Dept. of Health. 
FOWLER, llelen, (Mrs. Charles F. Boynton), Address uo.k'nown. 
GAR.I)NE&, Aud ria, (Mrs. James U . Cady), 905 Cburchill Ave., Uticn, N. Y. 
Private Duty, St. Luke's Hospital. 
HO'l'OBKISS, Anna, 35 Longview Rd., P a.lmer, M::~ss. lndustr ia1 Nurse, Tampax, 
Inc. 
HOUZVICOVA, Amalia, .hi. D. , Addres~ unknown. 
HUNTINGTON, Mary W., (Mro. Lynn W. Sha••), R. 5, Charlotte, Mieb. At bome. 
LAW'l"'N, Elizabeth, Arroyo del Valle, Livermore, Calif. Superintendent of Nurses. 
LYNCH, llnrtina, 39th General Hospital, A. P . 0. 715, ejo Postmaster, San Fran· 
cisco, Calif. 
McOo&>llCK, Frances M,, 414 W. Seneca St., Ithaca , N. Y. I nst ructor . 
OLSON, Lucille, (Mrs. Ashley Pond), Taos, New Mexico. At home. 
PF.RB.v, Elizabeth, ( Mrs. James E. \Vatter ), 232 Cabot St., Newtonville, Ma8.!J. 
At home. 
P£RRY, E lizabeth C., (Mrs. Phillip M. Cornwell), 1039 University Ave., Madison, 
'Wise. P rivate Duty. 
PoRTLOCK, Kin eta, 434 \V. 120th St., New York, N. Y. Nutritionbt, City Eienltb 
Dept. 
SPENCER, Doris ( Mrs. John W:1llisL 9 Roosevelt Ave., Larchmont, N. Y. At 
home. 
STRATTON, j,-,ra.nces, ( Mrs. Thomas E. Slaa.ffer), 1010 E . National St., Springfield, 
Mo. At home. 
THOM&S, Ruth, ( Mrs. !!<>bert F eldman), 477 W. Market St., York, Pa. At bome. 
TU!&NEY, Katherine, 86 Catherine St., Bridgeport, Conn. School Nurse :lad Infant 
Welfare. 
TOR.&ENS, I va, 29 Winter St., Waterville, Maine. Nursing Con.sultaot, North 
Atlantic Area, American Red Cross. 
\Vu.coxsoN, Harriet L., 305 W. 7th St,. Pl3infield, N. J . Directo r, Visiting 
Nurse Association. 
Class o f 1935 
BAND, Pauline 117 Meigs St., Roebester , N. Y. Public Health [nstruetor. 
BI.&NEY, Dorothy, (Mrs. Robert L. Bailey Jr.), Twin Castles, Winston Salem, 
N. C. At home. 
Bow£, Agnes, 3904 Seminary Ave., Rirhmond, Va. Educational Director, In.st ruc· 
tive Visiting Nurse Association. 
3i 
BuSHNELL, Mildred G., (Mrs. Allen R. Yale), 135 Eden Ave., S<luthiDgton, Co= 
At home. 
CHALKER, Margaret, (Mrs. Carl W. Maddocks), 18 Glen St., liiil.ford, Conn. At 
home. 
COHAN:&, Elizabeth R .. , (MrS". Richard A. Hurley, Jr.), 196 Don AYe., Rumford, 
R. I. At home. 
CusmNG, Aubigne (Mrs. Hugh Allan Smith), 13 Burgoyne St., W. H artford, 
Conn. At home. 
DEW1NG, Abigail, (Mrs. Stuart B. Avery, Jr.), 510 W. 123rd St., New York, 
N . Y. Student, Midwifery Course, Maternity Center, Madison Ave., N. Y. 
DINGMA.,.., Ruth L. , 428 S. }"1}rst St., Louisville, 'Ky. Psychiatric Supervisor, 
City H ospital. 
DRIGNAT1 Hilda, 179 Dwight St., N ew Haven, Conn~ Assistant Night Supervisor, 
New Haven H ospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
DUDLEY, Roberta, ( llis. E:rum B. Walker), 2180 N. Decatur Rd., Atlanta, Ga. 
At home. 
EvAss, Ruth, (l\Irs. Louis E. SiJco.x), Box 582, "Highlan ", Marlton, N.J. At 
home. 
FLE:UING, K3therine E., ( Mrs. J acob H. Fine), 28 Abbot St., Beverly, Mass. 
Science Instructor, Symmes Arlington Hospital, Arlington, Mass. 
FoSTER, Jane. (Mrs. L. Grant MeConne11), CiYie Auditorium, San Francisco, Calif. 
Assistant to Director, Nurse's Aide Program, P acific Area, American Red 
Cross. 
HARR.IsoN, Suzanne H., 2851 Bediord Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. General Superin-
tendent, Tuberculosis Leag ue of Pittsburgh. 
HARTE, Virginia. ( Mrs. George H. Hulbert), 137 West Bock Ave., New Haven, 
Conn. School Nurse, ~ew Haven St:lte Teachers College. Nurse, ChiJd 
Care Center, 63 Dwight St., New Haven, Conn. 
HERllAN1 Helen H. , ( Mrs. Hugo B. Werner ), 635 S. Story St., B oone, I owa. At 
home. 1 
HILL, Emma J ean M., Newton H ospital, Newton Lower Falls, Mass. Surgical 
Supervisor. 
HrLLMA.."J1 Frances, 39th General H ospital, A. P. 0. 7151 ejo Postmnster, San 
Francisco, Calif. 
HoLMES, Margaret, CUrs. James William Rodgers), 4 Lynacres, Fayetteville, N.Y. 
At home. 
HOVEY, Viola :\1'., (:Mrs. J ohn Todd C(lwles), 622 Funston Pl., San Antonio, 
Texas. At home. 
HUTCHINSO~, Mary E., 4:50 Saratoga St., Fillmore, Calif. P ublic. H ealth Nurse, 
Ventura County Health Dept. 
!NGRABA:U, Dorothy, 1109 Bristol A't'e., Kingsport, Tenn. Industrial Nu.r se, 
Tennessee Enst man Corp. 
LAIRD, Thelma, N'a"y ~'~"urse Corps, Na\-y 600, Pleet P. 0., Ran Francisco, Calif. 
LEFFINGWELL, Anne, ( Mrs. Dana Jackson Leffingwell ), Capitol Securities Building, 
Boise, Idaho. Assistant Public H ealth Nursing ConsuJtant, U. S. P. H . S. 
:lrcLF..AN, Hester , ()Irs. Hester McLean Moran), Margaret Hague H ospital, Jersey 
City, N . J. Nursing Ar ts I nstructor and Assistant to Principal. 
PARKER, Pauline, 75 Brace Rd., West Hartford, Conn. Public H cnlth Nurse 
Bureau of Venere-al Disease, Conn. State Dept. of Health. 
1 
PAYNE, Mary (Mrs. 'Yi11iam :M. Sullintn), ~8 1\asbawana Ave., West Have·n, 
. Conn. At home. 
POOLE, Raide, Army ~urse Corps, Station H ospital, Camp Edwards Mass. 
RAYMOND, Virginia, ( Mrs. Guy C . Lotl~rop), 4614 Chevy Cba;e Blvd., Chevy 
Chase, ~Id. At home. 
RI CE, Elizabeth, ( Mrs. Alfred C. DTake), 303% 2nd St., Dunbar, Ranawba County, 
:~:.a. (P ermanent mailing address-High St., Blairstown, N. J.) At 
ROBERTS, Marif>, (Mrs. Georgo C. Giannou), 94 Barnes Rd., St. J ohns, Newfound-
land. At hom•. 
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RouNDS, Laura, (Mrs. Henry Bloom), R. F. D. No. 2, Silver Springs, :Md. At 
home. 
SWTB, Belen M., Allentown State H ospital, Allentown, Pa. Director of Nunes, 
State Hospital. 
SPRAom:, Katherine, (Mrs. Robert R. H odgson), 65 Spear St., Quiney, M88s. 
At home. 
SToNINGTON, Eleanor, (Mrs. R obert H. Stevens), P. 0. Box 107, Noroton, Conn. 
At home. 
Twiss, Mildred (Mrs. L awrence E. Briggs), R. F. D. No. 3, .~mherst, Mass. 
At home. 
WALSH, Patricia, 896 Rivard Blvd., Grosse Pointe, Mich. Public Health Nursing 
Consultant, State of Michigan Health Dept. 
Class of 1936 
Al.LARA, Mary Louise, ( Mrs. Clark P . Searle), 225 Char les St., Wyoming, Ohio. 
Instructor, American Red Cros8. 
BARRY, Elizabeth , 376 Riverway, Boston , Mass. Supervisor and Cardiae Consul· 
taut, Boston Community Health. 
Br.AGBLER1 Ma rgaret, (Mrs. Merritt C. \VelJs), 804 Howard Ave., New H aven, 
Conn. Isolation Supervisor , Ne,.,.· H3veu H ospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
BERAN, Elizabeth S., (Mrs. William G. Cooper Jr.), 212 N. Elm Ave., Webster 
Groves, Mo. At home. 
B IRCHARD, N. Marga ret, (Mrs. Daniel Hughes Fillmore), 527 F uller ton P arkway, 
Chicago, 111. At home. 
BROOKS, ~Iargaret H ., (Mrs. Walter E. Wright), 345 E 68th St., New York, N.Y. 
Assistant School Nurse (part. time), Spruce School, New York City. 
CR.Am;, Margaret L., ( Mrs. Morgan Sargent), Box 141, Pass-a-Grille Beach, 
Florida. At home. 
DEAN, Ruth, 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, cjo Postmaster, San Fr:mcisco, 
Calif. 
EDWARDS, Adair, (Mrs. Edward W. Phifer ), 309 Cherokee Drive, Orlando, Fla. 
At home. 
EowA.R.Ds, Anita, (Mrs. James S. Angier), Baldwin Rd., Woodbridge, Conn. 
At home. 
FLEISHER, Frances M., (Mrs. David A. Dolowitz), 525 N. Wolfe St., Baltimore, 
Md. At home. 
GARRoD, Ruth, (Mrs. C'harles L. Kirkpatrick), East St., South H adley, Mass. 
At home. 
GRAY, Eleanor, (Mrs. Clarence B. Howells), 201 Main St., Olyphant, Pa. At 
home. 
HARSHBERGER, Jane Y., 423 E. Patrick St., Frederick, Md. Midwif e, Md. State 
Dept. of Health. 
HAWKINS, C),tthia 0.1 ( Mrs. George A. Hahn), 341 N. Bowman Ave., Merion, 
Pa. At home. 
IOLBBA.R.T, ):annie, Nurses ' Residence, Albany Hospital, Albany, N . Y. Head 
Nurse. 
IGLEH ART, )Iettie, (Mrs. Walter Lawrence), 405 Myrtle Ave., Albany, N. Y. 
At home. 
JAYNE, Martha, 378 Orchard St., New Hnven, Conn. Assistant Prof essor Surgical 
Nursing, Y.S.N. Surgical Supervisor, New Haven Hospital. 
KEMPER, Mary E., ( Mrs. Albert S. Davis Jr.), 35·16 85th St., Jaekson Heights, 
N. Y. At home. 
KOZA K. Stephany, N3vy Nurse Corps , 8 Cottage St., New York MiUs. X. Y. 
LESHER, Mabel, 9 Taft Ave., Haverhill , Mass. Public Health Nurse, Metropolitan 
Life Insuran<'e Co., HaverbiH, Mass, 
{ I()NGSBORE1 AJdyth L ., ( Mrs. Louis N. Claiborn), 64 Blake Rd., New Haven, 
Con.u. Staff Duty (par t time), New H aven Hospital. 
39 
LOUPRET, Virginia, 804 Howard Ave., New Haven, Conn. Obstetrical Supervisor, 
New Ba¥en Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
McLAuonLrN, Catherine )f., (Mrs. Patrick J. Gillespie), 1225 E. Broad St., 
Hazelton, Pa. At home. 
MIDDLEMTSS, Anne E., 804 Howard Ave., New Haven, Conn. Assistant Surgical 
Supen;sor, New Haven H ospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
0 'BB.IEN1 Claire :M., 52 Newton Terrace, Waterbury, Conn. As~istant Director 
of Nursing Service; Assistant Principal, School of Nursrng, Waterbury 
Hospital. 
RALPH, Ellinor, (Mrs. Franklin Bickford), 2030 Euclid Ave., Schenectady, N . Y. 
At home. 
RlCB1 Elizabeth, (Mrs. Sheridan W. Bell), 11 Hende rson Rd., Columbus, Ohio. 
At home. 
SANBOR.:V, F. Elizabeth, (Mrs. Wayne F. Comer ), 314 Huntington Rd., Stratford, 
Conn. At home. 
SOWIZDitAL, Olga (Mrs. Arnold P ohl), 463 Ontario St., Albany, N. Y. Assistant 
Director and A~istant Principal, Samaritan Hospital, Troy, N. Y 
TBO~l'EN, B eatrice, ( Mrs. James B. Lounsbury), 2517 Guilford A,•e., \'Vilmington, 
N. C. Instructor, American Red Cross. 
Tno&NBURG, Helen, 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, cfo P ostma ster, San 
Francisco, Calif. 
THORNTON, Kathleen, 23 Buckingham St., Springfield, Mass. Director, Cbildren 's 
Study Home. 
UPDEGRAFF, Alyce Betty, 75 11 Franklin Blvd., Cleveland, Ohio. Public Henltb 
Nurse. 
WEiss, Naomi, 561 Crooks Ave., Clifton, N. J. At home. 
W ERTZ, Anna F., (Mrij. William J. MeNeiah), Alden Park Manor, Philadelphia, 
Pa. At home. 
WETMORE, Emily, (Mra. J ohn C. Mendillo), 483 Norton P a rkway, New Haven, 
Conn. At home. 
Wm'ITIER, Virginia C., (1\!rs. Thomas Warthin), Mattituck, N. Y. Inst ructor, 
Ameriean Red Cross. 
Yoao, Dee, 39th General Hospital A. P. 0. 715, c/o Postmaster , San Francisco, 
Calif. 
YoNJCK, Yvonne, ( Mra. William W. S herwood), R. R. No. 6, Springfield, Ill 
Educational Director, Memorial Hospital, Springfield, Ill. 
Class of 1937 
ALLEN, Katherine B ., 39th General Hospitnl, A. P . 0. 715, cjo Postmaster , San 
Francisco, CaJi£. 
BASTRESS, Catherine, Box 547, Wrangell, Alaska. Public Healt h Nurse at 
Wrangell, Alaska, under the Territorial Dept. of Health, Juneau, Alaska. 
CARR.INGTON, Lucy 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, cfo Post master, San 
Francisco, Calif. 
CARVER, Celeste, (Mrs. Vernon H. Holloway), R. F. D. No. 3, Nort h Stamford 
Rd., Stamford, Cono. At home. 
CASE, Virginia, (Mrs. Sydney S. Byrne), P ittsford, Vt. At home. 
CuSHlNO, Winifred, 808 S. Peoria St., Tulsa, Oklahoma. Supervisor of the Tulsa 
County Public Health Association. 
CUTLER, Mona, (Mrs. Gordon F. Hull Jr.), 81 Washington Ave., Morristown, N. J . 
At home. 
EVENS'EN, Oridia, 506 E. Hewitt Ave., Marquette, Mieh. I nstructor, B a.sie 
Science Program fo r Nurses, Uni,Yersity of Michigan. 
FlSEIER., Eleanor, (Mrs. Robert G. J ohnston}, 850 H o,vard Ave., New Haven, 
Conn. Head Nurse, Orthopedic Clinic, New H aven Hospital. Instructor, 
Y.S.N. 
FORBES, Rosemary, (Mrs. Clement L. Henshaw), 25 E. Pleasant St., Hamilton, 
N. Y. Instructor, American Red Cross. 
40 
GOODRICH, Marion, (Mrs. Edgar N. Sanford), Westover Sehool, Middlebury, Conn. 
Instructor, American Red Cross. 
GRABA.M, Elizabeth R., (Mrs. William Merwin), 28 Center St., Geneseo, N. Y. 
At home. 
HAYS, Alberta, (Mrs. Bernhard Hartman), Cambridge Rd., Asheville, N. C. 
I nstruetor 1 American Red Cross. 
HENRY, Ma:ry Luise, 34 Park St., New Haven, Conn. Assistant Supervisor, 
New Haven Hospita1. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
lliRST, Esther M., Box 167, Olivet, Mich. Family Health Counselor, W. R. K ellogg 
Foundation, Eaton County Health Dept. 
HOGAN, Josephine, (Mrs. \Villiam R. Oakes), efo Lt. William Oakes, Smyrna Air 
Base, Nashville, Tenn. At home. 
HOLDEN, Jane, Army Nurse Corps, Camp Upton, N. Y. 
JOR.NSON1 H elen, Territorial Dept. of Health, Juneau, Alaska. Senior Nurse, 
Territorial Dept. of Health. 
KozAK, Ruth } ... , 9th General Unit, State Hospital, Fort DeveDB, Mass. 
LoGAN, Elizabeth, ChiJdren 's Hospital, Boston, Mass. H ead Nurse, Neurological 
Unit. 
MALOY, Mary L., 244 E . 55th St., New York, N. Y. Medical Social Worker and 
Visiting Nurse, Memorial Hospital, N. Y. 
M.A.RSBA.LL1 Mary, Higb1and Hospital, Rochester, N. Y. Edueational Director. 
MoRJULL1 Eleanor L., ( Mrs. Leonid S. Cherney), 2889 Neill Ave., Columbus, 
Ohio. At home. 
MORSE1 Marjorie, (Mrs. Allan B. Crunden Jr.), ejo Capt. Allan Crunden Jr., 
AAF School of Applied Tactics, Orlando, Fla. At home. 
MosHER, Helen E., Massillon State Hospital, Massillon, Ohio. Assistant Director 
and Instructor, Mas&illon State Hospital. 
N ORTIIROP, Harriet, (Mrs. Norn1an L. Cressy), 14 Broughton P l., Fayetteville, 
N . C. At home. 
Ooo·EN, Ruth P., 9th General Hospital, Fort Devens, Mass. 
PENDERGAST, Anne, (Mrs. William L. Reed), 32 B igb St., New Haven, Conn. 
Industrial Nurse. 
PENN, Elizabeth, (Mrs. Darrel Sbaw), 1781 Riverside Dr., New York, N. Y. 
At home. 
Roaa, Elizabeth N., Rockledge Rd., Beech Glen, Wheeling, W. Va. Stalf Nuroe, 
Rod Cross Visiting Nurse Service, Wbceling. 
SaAJTE&, Emma L., 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, cjo Postmaster, San 
Francisco, Calif. 
SIMPSON, Katherine F., ( Mrs. Paul E. Rekers), 523 B East 85th St., New York, 
N. Y. At home. 
SNYDER, Mary, ( Mrs. F orrest Steele) , 203 S. Pickens St., Columbia, S. C. At 
home. 
SULLIVAN, .Mary, (Mrs. Fabian Carey), Manley Hot Springs, Alaska. At home. 
THOMPSON, M. Elizabeth, 32 High St., New Haven, Conn. Assistant Head Nurse, 
Medical Clinic, New Haven Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
Tnoa.'<, Catherine, (Mrs. S. Phillips Benninghoff), 124 S. Depot St., Mt. Plea· 
sant, Pa. At bo·me. 
TUTHILL, Anna, (Mrs. Russell H . White), R. F. D. No. 2, Box 232, Valley Falls, 
R. J. At home. 
WARREN, Janet G., (Mro. Felix A. Manley), 33 College St., South Hadley, Mass. 
At home. 
WEBER, Isabel, 2400 Bath St., Santa Barbara, Calif. Director of Nurses, Cottage 
Hospital. 
ZELLNER, Louise F., 39th General H ospital, A. P. 0. 715, cfo Postmaster, San 
Francisco, Calif. 
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Class o f 1938 
ALLEN, Mary F., (Mrs. Harry J. Turner Jr.) , 95 B Granite St., Rockport, Mass. 
At home. . 
ALLYN, Lucia, 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, cfo Post master, San Francisco, 
Calif. 
BALLARD, Olive, i 03 Howard Ave., New Haven, Conn. Staff Nurse, Visit ing Nurse 
Association, New Raven. 
BARE, Thelma, Navy Nurse Corps, Navy 600, efo Fleet P. 0., San Francisco, 
Calif. 
BATEMAN, Helen, Punahou School, Honolulu, Terri tory of Hawaii. Health 
Nurse. 
BoiCE, Louise, ( Mrs. Alfred E. King), 51~ Sumner St., Woonsocket, R.I. Volun-
teer, American Red Cross. 
CLARK, Beatrice L., ( Mrs. B . Franklin Cla rk), 4 Nashua St., Ayer, Mass. At 
home. 
DECoSTE, Angela, 1179 Dean St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Sta ff Nurse, Henry St. 
Visiting Nurse Service. 
DuNN, E sther, (Mrs. Salvatore MHiciL SO Howe St., Kew Haven, Conn. At 
home. 
ECKELBERRY, Grace, 1285 Boulevard, Ne\ .. ~ Haven, Conn. Nursing Arts Inst ructor, 
Yale Uni\'Crsity School of N'ursing. 
F&EuND, Julia, 526 Howard Ave., New R at>en, Conn. Supervisor, New Haven 
Visit ing Nurse Association. 
F ULLER, Lucy M., (Mrs. Gordon A. Riley) , Naugatuck Ave. and Grinnell St. , 
Milford, Con_u. Staff Nurse, Brid geport Visiting Nurse Association. 
GrLMAN, Barbara L., Margaret Pil1sbury H ospital, Concord, New Hampshi re. 
Assistant Director of Nurses. 
GotrLD, Elizabeth H., 641 'Whitney A't'e., New Hat>en, Conn. Nursing Arts 
lnstructor, Yale Uni\·ersity School of Nursing. 
GRAVF.S, J ean F ., 1005 Wat auga St., Kingsport, Tenn. Public Heal th. 
GROa, Eleanor E., 419 Cumberland St., Lebanon, P a . Office Nurse. 
HASKINS, Isabella R., (~Irs. Frederick B . Hartman), 155 Carlton Terrace, Athens, 
Georgia. At home. 
H ULL, Helen, (Mrs. H enry :\1. Fuller), 634 Crystal Dr., Spartanburg, S. C. Staff 
Nurse, Spartanburg General Hospital. 
JOBNSON, Alice, 1212 Annette Ave., Durham, N. C. Venereal Disease Clinic 
Nurse. 
KEATING, Eleanor ~L, (Mr s. Harry W. Gill), 42 Dean St., I slington, Mass. 
(Permanent address). At home. 
KILBOURN, Elizabeth, ( Mrs. Newton K. Chase), Thacher School, Ojai, Calif. 
Resident Health Nurse. 
KRINSKY, Dorothy, (Mrs. Morris Stein), 135 Moran St., Waterbury, Conn. At 
home. 
LEJs, Marie, 1230 Amsterdam Ave., New York, N . Y. Graduate Student. 
Teacher's College. 
LEWELLEN, Olive, ( Mrs. Richard Blandau), 277 Walnut St., Brookline, !lass. 
Clinic Executive, Pratt Diagnostic Hospital, Boston. 
MAXWELL, Mur iel, (Mrs. T. LeRoy Crosby), 96 N. Adams St., Manchester, N. H. 
At home. 
MEUS"ER.1 Elsbeth, 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, c;o Postmaster, San 
Francisco, Calif. 
MICHELS ON, Violet, S4 Howe St., New Haven, Conn. Head Nurse, Isolation 
Ward, New Haven Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
MUR.PHY, Eva, (Mrs. W. L. Wright), c/o Mrs. A. T . Siler, Williamsburg, Ky. 
(Permanent address). 
MURPBY, Mary M., (Mrs. Conde F. Conroy) , 3472 N. Cramer St., ~Hiwaukee, 
Wise. At home. 
NELSON, Vivian, (Mrs. Frederick A. Wies) , 201 Roy St., Manchester, N . H. 
At home. 
SCHNEIDER, Lois, ( Mrs. Lym3n Stowe), 318 Howard Ave., S . E., Minneapolis, 
Minn. Staff Nurse, Community Health Service. 
SHEWELL, Anne, 230 CAnton Ave., Milton, Mass. Staff Duty, Wyman House, 
Cambridge Hospital. 
StLLlPBA..NT, Jean M., (Mrs. WilHnm Silliphant), 129 N. Santa A.nita, San 
Gabr iel, Calif. Instructor, Los Angeles County General Hospital School 
of Nursing. 
SKEHAN, Berenice, Grasslands Hospital, Valhalla, N. Y. P ediatric Supervisor. 
SNYDER, Anna, 804 H oward Ave., New Hann, Conn. Head Nurse, Emergency 
Service, Kew Haven Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
STEtNER, Josephine, 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, e/o P ostmaster, San 
Franeisco, Calif. 
STOTz, Evelyn T., Navy Nurse Corps, U. S. Naval Hospital, Seattle, Wash. 
TBIELKER1 Doretta, 1230 Amsterdam At"e., New York, N. Y. Graduate Student. 
(Address after June 1943-58 No~on St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.) 
TRAVER, Clara A., Army 1\urse Corps, Station H ospital, Fort Di.'t, N. J . 
W ASOATT, Cynthia, (Mrs. Fra.nk McBride), 135 E. Dearborn St., Philadelphia, 
Pa. At home. 
WAYLAND-SMITH, Helen, (Mrs. Gordon Wyland) , Kenwood Station, Oneida., N.Y. 
Industrial Publie Health Nurse, Oneida, Ltd. 
WmTTIER, Margaret, (Mrs. J . Bened.iet Roache), New Suffolk, L. I., N. Y. 
Instructor, American Red Cross. 
WILSON, Kathleen, (Mrs. W. H. Henderson), Blacksburg, Va.. At home. 
WoLr, L aura :May, ( Mrs. Allen N . Derctehin), 14 Wolfe St., Glen Coe, L. I., 
N. Y. At home. 
YELLAND, Margaret, (MrS. Bradford Simmons}, 64 San Beni to Wny, Srtn F rrtn· 
cisco, Calif. At home. 
Class of 1939 
ABRAMS, Estel le, ( Mrs. R ichard S . Siegel), 2005 Avenue L, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Private Duty. 
ANDERSON, Esther, 181 E. 7ht St., New York, N. Y. Staff Nttrse, Community 
Service Society, New York. 
BA.RitE'IYJ', K athleen, 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, e;o Postmaster, San 
F ranc.iseo, Calif. 
B&srow, Barbara, 84 Howe St., New H aven, Conn. Supervisor of P rivate and 
Semi-Private Services, New Haven Hos]lital. Inst ructor in Nursing .Admin· 
istration, Y.S.N. 
B LINN, Alice ( Mrs. J ohn C. Larkin Jr.), 1700 LeRoy Ave., B erkeley, Calif. At 
home. 
BR.UOBAL, Anno, Mercer Hospital, Trent on, N. J. I nstructor of Nursing Arts. 
CURTIS, Ruth E., (Mrs. James N. Buckner ), 1 Garrett Place, Bronxville, N. Y. 
At home. 
DARIOTIS, B essie, ( Mrs. J3 mes B. Twyman), 3305 E. Onrlook Dr., Cleveland, 
Ohio. At home. 
DRAPER, Marian, 703 Howard Ave., New R aven, Conn. Assistan t Head Nurse, 
Medical Cl.inic, New Haven Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
GROVES, Ruth, Con\dn Hospital, Pueblo, Colo. Clinic31 Instructor. 
HALLroas, Helen E., 4 Lynwood PI, New HavenJ Conn. Assist:mt P edia t ric 
Supervisor, New Haven Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
HA.NKJNS, Florence J anet , 132 E. 19th St., New York, N, Y. Staff Nurse, Henry 
St. Visiting Nur se Service. 
HOLLANDER, Elizabeth, 39th General H ospital, A. P . 0. 7151 cjo Postmaster, San 
Francisco, Calif. 
H UGHES, Kathleen, ( Mrs. Eugene Robi..n..sou), Route No. 4, Walla Walla, Wash. 
At home. 
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H uTT, Eleanor, (Mrs. Phillip Hutt), 39 Benham Ave., Milford, Conn. At home. 
I GLEHART, Marion D., (Mrs. Charles R. Richardson), 32 E. Main St., CHilton 
Springs, N. Y. At home. 
JORGENSON, Lorraine M., (Mrs. Allen A. K ohler), 416 High St., Rockville, Dl. 
At home. 
KETCHAM, K atharine, 39th General Hospital, A. P . 0. 715, ejo Postmaster, San 
Francisco, Calif. 
KINGSLEY, Prances Ellen, ( Mrs. Jules A. Plaut), 4 25 Wbitney Ave., New Haven, 
Conn. At home. 
KmonT, Eleanor, 32 High St., New Haven, Conn. Staff Nurse, Visiting Nurse 
Association. 
KNO'I'"r, Gertrude Dorothea , (Mrs. Richard M. Hemenway) 1 76 Westerleigb Rd., 
New H aven, Conn. At home. 
LEVITT, Sylvia, 7375 Delmar Blvd., University City, Mo. Senior Public Health 
Nurse, U. S. Public Health Service. 
MAcDoNALD, Katherine, 444 E. Lorraine Ave., Baltimore, Md. St aff N urse, 
Instructive Visiting Nurse Association. 
M..ATTHE'\VS, Katherine E lizabeth, (Mrs. Alfred von Opel), 70 Park Terrace West, 
New York, N. Y. At home. 
OsTER, L. Elisabeth, 323 Center St ., West Haven, Conn. Statr Nurse, Visiting 
Nurse Association, New Haven. 
PARKJNSON, J essie, 462 Derby Ave., West Ha.ven, Conn. S taff Nurse, Visiting 
Nurse Association, New Haven. 
P EOR1 Marjor ie, Army Nurse Corps, Camp Wallace, Texas. 
PoPHAM, Louisa 1594 Jefferson Ave., New Or leans, L.1. . 
PRATT, Lucile L., ( Mrs. Robert Rowe), l:i edina, Ohio. At home. 
Roa>:&TS, Eleanor, (Mr s. Thomas D. Kinney), 39 E . Springfield S t., Boston, 
:Mass. Assistant Superintendent of Nurses, M. E . Deaconess Hospital, 
Boston. 
RussELL, Barbara 32 High St., New H aven, Conn. Adollnistrative Supervisor, 
New Haven H ospital. Instructor , Y.S.N. 
RYMAN, Lois (Mrs. C1ifton W . Anderson), Mountainside H ospital, Montclair. 
N. J. Operating Room Supervisor. 
SADOSK, Mar ion W., ( Mrs. Joseph }'. Sadusk Jr.), 3918 Woodley Ave., Balti· 
more, Md. At home. 
ScoTT, Abigail A., (Mrs. Henry K orson.), 9 P otter St., Brunswick, Maine. At 
home. 
SQIDER, Mary N., (Mrs. Phillip H. Gates), 1596 Grandview Ave., Columbus, 
Obio. (Perma.oent addres~r--9 Green St., Monson, Mass.) At home. 
STu:FBoLD, Kathryn, ( Mrs. Cecil F. Thjstleton), 1275 Chapel St., New Haven, 
Conn. At home. 
SuTTlE, Ruth ( Mrs. Robert A. Whiting Jr.), 72 Wi lliam St., Geneva, N. Y. 
Part time staff duty. 
SWEET, Elizabeth, Na yy Nurae Corps, Oakland Nayy H ospital, Oakland, Calif. 
VANLoAN, Frances, (Mrs. H. J ohnston Wol.fi.ager), 3200 Hamilton Ave., Baltimore, 
Md. At home. 
WARD, Elea.nor B., (Mrs. J . Richard Hay nes), 3 Yarmouth Rd., Cbatbam, N.J. 
At home. 
WHEELOCK, Fran~s C., ~9th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 7151 ejo Postmaster, 
San FranCisco, Cahf. 
WILCOX, Jane, R. F. D. No. l , Metamora., Mieh. 
WILCOX~ Marion L., ( Mrs. Kenneth W. Rudd), 3896 P inegrove Court, J ackson-
ville, Fla. At home. 
Class of 1940 
ADAllls, Sage, ( Mrs. George E. Hall Jr.), Hibbing, Minn. At home. 
BEST , Nelliana, 501 W. 113th S t .• New York, N. Y. Graduate Student, Teachers 
College, Columbia Univer sity . 
.J I 
BLOMQUIST, Miriam, 4 Linwood Pl., New Haven, Conn. Head Nurse, Women's 
Clinie, New Haven Hospital. Jnstruetor, Y.S.~. 
BOYD, Jo;llen P., (Mrs. E. N. Bigelow), 213 S. J ackson St., Bluffton, Ohio. Nurse, 
College of Bluffton. 
Bu:a.r:sTEAD, Ida 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, ejo Postmn.ster, San Fran-
cisco, Calif. 
B UTLtJI, Helen J., ( Mrs. Henry Charles B arkllorn Jr.), 1172 S. Thomas St., 
Arlington, Va. At home. 
CARVER, Eten.nor, 39t h General llospitat, A. P. 0. 715, ejo Postmaster, San 
l'~ranei sco, Calif. 
Cow:, Nancy J., 39th Geoeml Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, c/o PostmMter, San 
Franeiseo, Calif. 
CoNLY, Mary E., Army Nurse Air Corps. 
DANl'ORTB, Louise D., (Mrs. Robort M. Malmo), 809 Gail Ave., Roekcrest, Rock· 
ville, Md. At home. 
DAvtS, Sarah A., C~Irs. Wi11iam D. Wise Jr.), cjo N. T. Sm.ith, R. No. 1, 
Sopchoppy, Fla. (Permanent address-112 Dawson St., K>ne, P>.) At 
home, 
ELLtS, Helen, (:Mrs. George LaBar re Jr.), 6 Falsey Ave., Tonomy Rill, Newport, 
R.I. 
EVANS, Elizabeth, Juneau, Alaska. Public Health Nurse, Terr itorial Dept. of 
Healt h. 
FA.EB, Genevieve, (Mrs. George P . }'raga), 173 Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
At home. 
FosTER, Emma J:tne, (Mrs. John E. Petaeb Jr.), 221 State St. , Harrisburg, Pa. 
At. home. 
}'RJCK, Marjor ie, (Mrs. Wilbert A. AUen), 230 S. Hampton Dr., Spartanburg, 
S. C. At home. 
PRJF.J>MAN, Jeanette, 4 Pomnnder \Valk, New York, N. l"'. Stat£ ~urse, Henry 
Street Visiting Nurse Service. 
Goro&TB, Ethel, Reading Hospitnl, West Reading, Pn., Assistant Prineipal and 
Science I ustructor, Re>ding Hospit>l. 
llAGEB, E litnbeth B., Army Nurse Corps, A. P. 0. 1142, cjo Postmaster, S>n 
Francisco, Calif. 
llALL, Rnchel S., ( Mrs. J ohn R. Turney Jr.), 6334 32nd St., N. W'., W>sbington, 
D. C. At home. 
!I&.NR.Y, Marion L., 36 H igh St ., New Ua,•en, Conn. Assistant Cliui('al Jnstruetor, 
Surgical Nursing, New lla\•en Hospital. 
ll tTCHCOOK, Margaret, (Mrs. J oseph P. Cnrson Jr.), 41 Woodrow Rt., West Hart· 
ford, Conn. Assistant I nstructor of Nursing Arts, Hartford HospitaL 
H IXON, Eliza beth, (Mrs. J. E. Neighbor), cjo F. W. Hixon, 4 Brimblecom St., 
Lynn, Mass. At home. 
UoLLOWAY, Marion L., (Mrs. Jnck Rosenbaum), 256 P a rk St., New Haven, 
Conn. Head Nurse, MeW('al Service, New Haven Hospital. instructor, 
Y.S.N. 
lllTLBUltT, Margaret, 362 Elm St., Ne'v Haven, Conn. Head Xurse, Surgical 
Service, New HaYen H ospital. Instruetor, Y.S.X. 
L .lNOWUI R, Evelyn, Army Nurse Corps, 9th General Hospital Unit, l:.,ort De1"en.s, 
Mass. 
LEINBACH, Emeline, ( Mrs. B. E. Armstrong), 86 S. 31st St., Banning, C:tlif. 
At home. 
MA.R.nN, Ruth, 6 E . Bissell Ave., Oil Cit y, Pa. Qffi('e Nurse. 
MATTur.ws, Grace J., School of Nuraiug, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, P n. 
ln9truetor in Obstetrics. 
MtLt~r.a, Ann, 105 E. 24th St., New York, N. Y. Ward Inatructor, Pcdintric 
Surgery, Bellevue Ho!pital. 
MoNS&r"!, Dorothy, (Mrs. Robert S. Craig), 2673 E. 115tb St., Cleveland, Ohio. 
Clinieal Supervisor, Medicine. 
N'&JLSON, Margaret, 39th General Hospital, A. P . 0. 715, c/o Postmaster, San 
Francisco, Calif. 
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NYLEN, B etty (Mrs. Dwight McKeown), 103 Fairview Ave., Verona, N. J. At 
home. 
PITMAN, Delara A., Knapp College of Nursing, Cottage Hospital, Santa. Barbara, 
Calif. 
lWBF..R.TS, Gertrude, Army Nurse Corps, Fitzsimmons General Hospital, Denver, 
Colo. 
SCHOLL, Anna C., 3815 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. Graduate Student, Uni· 
versity of Pennsylvania. 
SBAWKEY, Eloise, ( Mrs. Thomas S. Harvey), 216 Dwight St., New Haven, Conn. 
At home. 
8JOBECK, Mary A., (Mrs. J ohn T. Evans), 553 Orange St., Macon, Georgia. 
Supervisor of P ediatrics, Macon Hospital 
SMJT'R, Mary, 39th General Hospital, A. P . 0. 715, cjo Postmaster, Sao Franeisoe, 
Calif. 
SToNE, Nancy, 179 Dwight St., New Haven, Conn. Head Nurse, Surgical Ser viee. 
New Haven Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
VOOR.BJES, Eleanor, 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, ejo Postmaster, San 
FrancJsco, Calif. 
W AFFENSMITH, Aileen, ( llrs. Charles Harms), 136 E . 9th St., Plainfield, N. J. 
Medical and . urgiral Supervisor, Muhlenberg H ospital, Plainfield. 
WALKER, Kathryn, (Mrs.. William A. Beards!~), 94-.52 221st St., Queena Village, 
N . Y. At home. 
WHEELDL, :Mary, (}I rs. Elpenor R. Oble), 256 P ark St., New Haven, Conn. 
Research \Vork. 
Wm'M.IO&E, Edith L., (Mrs. Stanley R. Wcnmark), 4 05 S. 8th St., MiUDeapolis, 
Minn. Staff Nurse, Community H ealth Service, Minneapolis. 
ZANE, Edna, (Mrs. Osear ·w~Jker), 58 Stuyvesant St., New Haven, Conn. At home. 
Class of 1941 
AJTlNJTO, Elinor Ann, (Mrs. :\!ichael Ingelido), 395 Ellsworth Ave., New Haven, 
Conn. Head Nurse, Formula Room, New Haven Hospital. Instructor, 
Y.S.N. 
BEHRENTS, Grace, 115 York St., N ew Haven, Conn. Bead Nurse, Medical Ser-
vice, :-.rew Haven Hospital. Instructor, Y. S. N. 
BROWN, Marcella, 3095 Lincoln Bh·d., Cleveland Heights, Ohio. Ciinjcal Surgical 
Supervisor, St. Luke's Hospital, Cleveland. 
B UCKLEY, Katherine, 114 Dwight St., New Haven, Conn. Head Nurse, Pediatric 
Service, New Haven Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
CA~fPBELL, Doris, 229 Seaman Ave., New York, N. Y. Staff Nurse, Henry Street 
Visiting Nurse Service. 
Cr.&VlN, Ruth, 1709 Washington Ave., St. Louis, M o. Nursing Consultant, Amer· 
iean Red Cross, Midwest Area. 
CHAVKIN, Madeline, (Mrs. Benjamin N. S.:hwaid ), 10 W. 86th St., New York, N. Y. 
Science Instructor, Manhattan State Hospital School of Nur sing. 
CoRNJNo, Charlotte, ( Mrs. M. Webb Wright), 368 Piedmont St., \Vaterbury, Conn. 
Staff Nurse, New Ha,·en Visiting Nurse Association. 
CR.A.JG, Phynis, 84 Howe_ St., New. Haven, Con.n. Staff Nurse, Operating Room, 
New Haven HospitaL Assistant Instructor, Y.S.N. 
DANA, Harriet, (Mrs. \Villiam R:· Carroll ), 50 Trowbridge St., Cambridge, Mass. 
Staff Nurse, Community Health Association, Boston. 
DAVJS1 Althea, (Mrs. Lawrence B. Stadler ), 131 High St., Bristol. Conn. At home. 
DowN1NG, Mar y V., Sound View Gardens Apts., ).51 Feu.imore Rd. Mamaroneck 
N. Y. Assistant Director of Nursing, New Rochelle HospiiaJ. 
1 
DUDLEY', Martha, (Mrs. Robert L. Gilbert), 1133 Amarillo St., AbiJene, Texas. 
At home. 
DUPONT, Carolyn, 39th General llospital, A.P.O. 7Jfi, ejo Postmaster, San Fran-
e.iseo, Calif. 
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EISENMENOER, Bertha, (Mrs. J ames M. Flack), 2333 N. CJeve1aud Ave., Chicago, 
Dl. Ward Instructor, Grant Hospital, Chicago. 
GA.LANTOWlCZ, Wanda, 636 Linwood Ave., Buffa lo, N. Y. Instructor, Nursing 
Arta, MiUard Fillmore Hospital, Buffalo. 
GIBSON, Margaret, 115 York St., New Haven, Conn. Head Nurse, Pediatric 
Service, New Haven Hospit al. Instructor Y.S.N. 
HANS&N, Ethel, ( Mrs. Edward Grasso), 1512 Buchanan, Maryville, Calif. 
llASEIJI'INE, Margaret, ( Mrs. Knute E. Berger Jr.), 3432 Mt. Baker Blvd., 
Seattle, Wash. Genera] Duty, St. Joseph's Hospital, Tacoma. 
Bow£, Marjor ie, (Mrs. John L. Buttolpb Jr.), 159-25 Normal Rd., Jamaica, 
L. I ., N. Y. At home. 
HoWE, Virginia, (Mrs. A. Dwight Chidsey), 700 Unh·ersity A\1e., Syracuse, N.Y. 
Head Nurse, Medical Service, Un.iver sity H ospital, Syracuse. 
KAPLAN, Jeanne, 2317 Avenue 'K, Brooklyn, N. Y. Staff Nurse, Henry Street 
Visiting Nurse Service, N.Y.C. 
KURTZ, Elizabeth, ( Mrs. 1\lichael Puzak), 1913 P St. S.E., Washington, D. C. 
Instructive Visiting Nurse Soeiety. 
LANDAUER, Barbara, Binghamton City Hospital, Binghamton, N. Y . Instructor 
of Social Sciences and Hea.lth Supervisor. 
LINTON', Natalie, (Mrs. J. Willcox Brown) , 88 Lake St., C-ooperstown, N. Y. At 
home. 
MoREHOUSE, Bessie, 921 East Broadway, Stratford, Conn. At home. 
MuLCBAY, Charlotte, (Mrs. Peter A. Duncan), 2705 Bainbridge Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 
MORPBv, Gertrude, ( Mrs. Philip L . GouldL Shreve, Ohio. At home. 
PEOPLES, Mary, ( Mrs. J ohn R. Frey), 511 North Oregon Ave., Urbana, Ill. At 
home. 
PITOU, Hope, 114 Dwight St., New Haven, Conn. Head Nurse, Obstetrical Ser· 
vice, New Haven Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
REYNOLDS, Carol, 350 Congress Ave., New Ha.ven, Conn. Bead Nurse, Health 
Service Y.S.N. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
RICKLEFS, Betty, 84 Howe St, New Haven, Con.n. H ead Nurse, Pediatric JsoJation 
Service, New Haven Hospital. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
Ross, Alice, Grady Hospital, Atlanta, Ga. Instructor, Schoo] of Nursing. 
RussELL, Elsie, (Mrs. Graham Hodges) 1 Wellston, Mich. 
SCBORSKE, }.,Iorence, 36 Carmen Rd., Scarsdale, N . Y. Staff Nurse, Henry Street 
Visiting Nurse Service, N.Y.C. 
SEVERANCE, Katharine, (Mrs. Robert B. Pastorius), R. No. 2, James St., Water· 
ford, Conn. At home. 
SOUTHON, Helen, 39th General Hospital, A. P. 0. 715, cjo Postmaster, Sn:n 
Francisco, Calif. 
WJNN, Marguerite, (Mrs. David M. Currie), 2621 Speedway, Austin, Texas. At 
home. 
Class of 1942 
BA_ILIE, Muriel, 220 Park St., New Ha,·eo, Conn. Assistant Head Nu.rse, Medical 
Servi('e, New llaven Hospital. Assistant Instruetor, Y.S.N. 
BAVIS
1 
E lizabeth, (Mrs. David F. Decker), 19 Glen Ave., Cooperstown, N. Y. 
School Nurse, Milford Central School, Milford, N. Y. 
B&ALE, Mary, (Mrs. Edward H. Kenyon), 901 East itb St., .A.noiston, Ala. 
General Duty, Garner }.[emorial HospitaL 
BECBDEL, Rachel, (Mrs. Frederick P. Glike), 435 West F a irmount Ave., State 
College, Pa. 
BEVANS, Frances (Mrs. Phillip S. Brezina), 1215 Cbo.pel St., New Haven, Conn. 
At home. 
BROWN, Lois B., ]145 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn. Assistant Instructor, Nurs· 
ing Arts, Y.S.N. 
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BULKELEY, Arne, 262 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. Staff Nurse, H e-nry St reet 
Visiting Nurse Service. 
Coaa, Nina., 220 Park St., New Haven, Conn. Instructor, Physiology and Cbem~ 
iotry, Y.S.N. 
DA.Nl"ORTB, Margaret A., (Mrs. Abram Kaminski), Nurse, C. P. S., Camp 52, 
Powerville, :Md. 
DAVIS, Marian, (Mrs. Louis Dubrule), 596 Haverhill St., La.wrence, Mass. At 
home. 
EISNOR, AJeena, 42 Howe St., New Have n, Conn. Assistant Head Nurse, Surgical 
Service, New Haven Hospital. Assist ant Inst ructor, Y.S.N. 
Gooorucu, Jean, 1145 Chapel St., New Jfa't'en, Conn. H ead Nurse, Surgical 
Service, New Haven Hospital. I nstructor, Y.S.N. 
GRAY, Betty, 120 Dwight St., New Haven, Conn. Assistant Head Nurse, P ediatric 
Ser vice, New Haven Hospitnl. Assistant Instructor, Y.S.N. 
GOPTIL, Barbara, (Mrs. Richard S. Guptil), 38 Mansfield St., New Haven, Conn. 
At home. 
lfALLwmca, Doris K . Mrs., 642 Glynn Court, Detroit, Mich. 
HARRINGTON, Elizabeth, Army 1\urse Corps. 
HooKER, Nancy, 220 Park St., New Haven, Conn., Head Nurse, Private Service, 
New H aven Hospit al. Instructor, Y.S.N. 
JACKSON, Betty, ( Mrs. J oseph A. Criscuolo Jr. ) , 326 Wayne St., Highland Park, 
N. J. Private Duty, St. Peter ' s H ospital, New Bru.oswick. 
LEONARD, Claire, ( Mrs. Gerard L. Sandersen) , 200 F orest Hill Road, Hamden, 
Conn. Staff Nurse, New Ha\'"en Visit ing Nurse Association. 
LEWlS, Janet, 39th General Hospital, A.P.O. 715, c;o P ost master, San Francisco, 
Calif. 
Lours, Olga, (Mrs. Raymond Zagraniski), 729 I r ving A•e., Syracuse, N. Y. 
Supervisor , Syracuse City Hospit..'ll for Commuu.icable Diseases. 
M c EACHE&."J, Eula, Gaylord Farm, Wallingford, Conn. 
MENEELY, Delia "M., ( M..rs. J ohn K. Meneely,) , Swart hmore, P a. 
MORTnf&R.1 Marjorie, 120 Dwight St. , Ne w Ha"en, Conn. flead Nurse. Gyneco-
logical Service, N ew Haven Hospital. I nstructor, Y.S.N. 
Moss, Margaret, 39th General Hospital, A.P.O. 715, ejo P ostmaster, San Fran-
cisco, Ca.li f. 
0PDYCKE, Natalie P. Mrs., 6 L eona rd S t. , West Haven, Conn. Assistant Head 
Nurse, Obstetrical Ser\'ice, New Haven Hospit al. Assistant Instructor, 
Y.S.N. 
Poam, Elaine, (Mrs. Giles 8. P orter ), P ortland, Oreg on. 
SMITH, Antoinette, 1145 Cbapel St., New Haven, Conn. Assistant H ead Nurse, 
Pediatric Service, New H:wen Hospital. Assistant Instructor , Y.S.N. 
SY.rTBJ June, 703 Cathedral St ., Baltimore, Md. Instructor and Supervisor, 
University of Maryland School of Nursing, B altimore. 
VANHOIL"l1 Elizabeth, Reading Hospita.t, R eading, Pa. Clinical I n.structor, Re-ading 
Hospital School of Nursing. 
WALKER, .Janet S., (Mrs. Douglass W. Walker ), 18~3 Summit Place, N.W., 
Washington, D. C., At home. 
\VR.JGHT, Elizabeth, ( Mrs. La\VTence H . Maines) , 37-h West 5th St., I ndiana, Pa.. 
YALOWICB, Rhea, 24 Ea st 4t h St., New York, N. Y. Sta:ff Nurse, Henry Street 
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'34 Abelson, Miri:un (m) 
'39 Abram!, EoteUe (m) 
'40 Adams, Sage (m) 
'41 Affinito, Elinor Ann (m) 
'31 Aldrich, Dorothy 
'36 Allara, Mary Louise 
'37 Allen, Katherine B. 
'38 Allen, Mary F. (m ) 
'38 Allyn, Lu~ia 
'33 Amidon, Violet 
'39 Anderson, E!ltber 
'32 Archer, Helen E. (m) 
'30 Armstrong, Elizabeth ( m) 
'26 Augur, Priscilla (m) 
'31 Austin, Barbara (m) 
'42 Bailie, Muriel 
'31 Baldwin, Adelle ( m) 
'38 BaiJard, Olive 
'35 Band, Pauline (m) 
'38 Bare, Thelma 
'39 Barrett, Kathleen 
'36 Barry, Elizabeth 
'39 Bastow, Barbnra 
'3 7 Bas tress, Catherine 
'38 Bateman, Belen 
'42 Bavi•, E lizabeth ( m) 
'36 Beaghler, Margaret ( m) 
'42 Beale, ~.!ary (m) 
' 42 Beebdel, Rachel ( m) 
'33 Beekman, Mabel 
'36 Behan, Elizabeth 
'41 B ehrents, Grace 
'31 Beliavsky, Xenia ( m) 
'29 B enz, Laura L. (m) 
'34 Berman, Lily 
142 B el"ans, Frances (m) 
'40 Best, Nelliana 
'32 Biehusen, Irma 
'36 Birehard, N. Margaret ( m) 
'26 Birely, Charlotte (m) 
'35 Birney, Dorothy ( m) 
'27 Bixler, Elizabeth 
'39 Blinn, Alice (m) 
'31 Bliss, Lois Anne 
'40 Blomquist, ~Jiriam 
'31 Boardman, Gladys E. ( m) 
'32 Bohan, Mary K. ( m) 
'38 B oiee, Louise ( m) 
'35 Bowe, Agnes 
'30 Bewles, Hazel 
'40 Boyd, Ellen P. ( m) 
'33 Bradshaw, Harriet. 
'30 Brandson, Nnnna (m) 
'36 Brooks, Margaret ( m) 
'31 Brooks, Priseilla ( m) 
'42 Brown, Lois 
'41 Brown, MareeHa 
'39 Bruchal, Anne 
'41 BuckJey, Katherine 
(d) deeeased 
(m) married 50 
'31 Budd, Esther 
':!i Buddington, Grace ( m) 
'42 Bulkley, Arne 
'40 Bumstead, Idn 
'33 Bu.rcham, Ruth 
'33 Burrow, Laura ( m) 
'35 Bushnell, Mildred G. ( m) 
'40 Butler, Helen J. ( m) 
'41 Campbell, Doris 
'33 Carlson, Shirley (m) 
'37 Carrington, Luey 
'3; Carver, Celeste (m) 
'40 Carver, Eleanor 
'3i Caoe, Virgi.ni.a (m) 
'41 Cervi.n, Ruth 
'35 Chalker, Margaret ( m) 
'34 Chapman, Katherine (m) 
'34 Chase, Thelma (m) 
' 41 Cha<k.i.n, Madeline (m) 
'33 Cbriotian, Ruth B. ( m) 
'38 Clark, Beatrice L. ( m) 
'32 Clinton, Mildred (m) 
142 Cobb, Ninn. 
'35 Cohane, Elizabeth R. (m) 
' 40 Cole, Nancy J . 
'31 Col<in, Margaret (m) 
' 40 Conly, Mary E . 
•u Corning, Charlotte ( m) 
'31 Cowperthwait, Marion A. ( m) 
'41 Craig. Phyllis 
'29 Crandell, Sara F. (m) 
'36 Crane, Margaret L. (m) 
'30 Crooke, Florane ( m) 
'31 Curtis, Mary 
'39 Curtis, Ruth E. ( m) 
'35 Cushing, Aubigne ( m) 
'3; Cushing, Win.i fred 
'37 Cutler, Mona (m) 
'41 Dana, H:uriet (m) 
'40 Danforth, Louise D. ( m) 
'42 Danforth, Margaret A. (m ) 
'30 Daniels, Antoinette H. 
'34 Dann, Helen ( m) 
'39 Dariotis, Bessie (m) 
'41 Daris, Althea ( m) 
'42 Da'"is, Marion (m) 
'40 Doris, Sarah A. ( m) 
'36 Dean, Ruth 
'38 De Coste, An~tela (m) 
'33 De Foe, R ose (m) 
'35 Dewing, Abigail (m) 
'35 Dingman, R<Jtb L. 
'31 Ditcbburn, Eileen ( m) 
'2 DoWlley, Laura (m) 
'41 DoW11ing , Mary V. 
'39 D rape-r, Mario n 
'35 Drignot, H ilda 
'41 Dudley, Martha ( m ) 
' 35 Dudley, Roberta ( m) 
'32 Duling, Mattie ( m) 
'34 Duncan, LilJias ( m) 
'38 Dunn, Esther (m) 
'41 duPont, Carolyn 
'34 Dvorkin, Esther (m) 
'33 Dye, Virginia ( m) 
'38 Eckelberry, Oraee 
' 36 Edwards, Adair ( m ) 
'36 Edwa rds, Anita ( m) 
'41 Eisenmenger, Hertha ( m) 
'42 Eisnor, Aleena 
'34 Ekblom, Karin ( m) 
'34 Elliot, Ethel May 
'40 Ellis, H elen ( m) 
'29 Enehes, H elen 
'40 E vans, Eli:tabeth 
'3~ E vans, Ruth ( m) 
'37 E vensen, Ovidia 
'32 E veringham, Marjorie ( m) 
'40 }.,aeh, Genevieve (m) 
'29 F ea.r, Dorothy 
'34 F erguson, Elizabeth R. 
'33 Fischer, Sophia ( m) 
'37 Fisher, Eleanor ( m) 
'26 }l.tzgerald, Helene 
'36 F leisher, Frances M. ( m) 
'35 }"leming, Katherine ( m) 
'37 Forbes, Rosemary ( m) 
' 40 P oster, Emma Jane (m) 
'35 Foster, Jane ( m) 
'31 F oster, Mary (m ) 
'34 Fowler, Helen ( m) 
'38 Freund, Julia 
' 40 Frick, Marjorie ( m) 
'40 Friedman, .Jeanett.e 
'38 Fuller, Lucy (m) 
'41 Gala.ntowicz, Wanda 
'34 Gardner, Audria ( m) 
'36 Garrod, Ruth (m) 
'26 Gauya, \VinaL. 
'41 Gibson, Margaret 
'27 Gilbert, Ruth 
'38 Gilman, B arbara 
' 33 Godehn Marion 
' 40 Goforth, Ethel 
'26 Goodrich, Anne Marion (m) 
'42 Goodrich, J ean 
'37 Goodrich, Marion ( m) 
'38 Gould, Elizabeth 
'37 Graham, Elizabeth ( m) 
'38 Graves, Jean F. 
'42 Gray, B etty 
'36 Gray, E leanor ( m) 
'38 Grob, E leanor 
'39 Groves, Ruth 
'33 Groso, Clara C. (m) 
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'42 Guptil, Barbara ( m) 
'40 Hager, Elizabeth 
'27 Hall, Evangeline (m ) 
'40 Hall, Rachel ( m ) 
'39 Hallfors, B elen 
' 42 Hallwb.icb, Doria K. ( Mrs.) 
'39 Hank.ins, F lorence J anet 
'41 Hansen, Ethel 
'33 Hansen, .Martha 
'32 Hanson, Louise ( Mra.) 
'42 llarrington, Elizabeth 
'3 1 Harmon, E leanor ( m) 
'30 Harris, Elizabeth ( m) 
'35 Harrison, Suzanne H. 
'36 Harshberger, JaneY. 
'35 Harte, Virginia (m) 
'33 Harvey, Shir ley 
' 41 Haseltine. Margaret ( m) 
'38 n askins, Isabella R. (m) 
'36 Ha wkins, Cynthia C. ( m) 
'31 Hawkins, E lizabeth D. ( m) 
'37 Hays, Alberta (m) 
'29 Heist, Lueille ( m) 
'27 Hennessey, Helrn 
'40 Henry, Ma rian L . 
'37 Henry, Mary Luise 
'35 Herma n, Hel<n H. (m) 
'32 Hen ick, C:Jrolyn A. 
'3:'j Hill, Emm:.t Je:m M. 
'3!; Hillman, Frtant'~ 
' 37 Hi rot, Esther 
'40 Hi tchcock, Mar~aret ( m) 
'40 llixon, Elizabeth ( m) 
'37 Hogan, Josephine ( m) 
'37 Holden, Jane 
'29 Holbrook, Carol ( n• ) 
'33 Holland, Kathleen 
'39 Hollander, Elir.abeth 
'3~ Holloran, Marg&rf't (m) 
' 40 Holloway, Ma rian L. ( m) 
'35 Holmes, Ma rgaret ( m) 
'42 Hooker, Nancy 
'34 Hotchkiss, Ano n. 
'31 Houghton. Mary (m) 
'28 Howard, Alice G. 
'31 Howe, Isabel ( m) 
' 41 Howe, Ma rjorie (m) 
'41 Howe, Virginia (m) 
'32 Howland. Elizabeth 
'35 Hovey, Viola M. (m) 
'34 R ouzvicova, Amalia 
'31 Huey, Dorothy A. 
' 39 Hughes. Kathleen (m) 
'40 Hulburt, Margaret 
'38 Hull, Helen (m) 
'27 Humphrey, PriS<illa ( m) 
'33 Huntington, Arria 
'34 Huntington, Mary W. (m) 
'35 Hutchinson, Mary E. 
'39 Hutt, Eleanor ( m) 
'39 Iglehart, ~!arion D. ( m) 
'36 lglehart, Nannie 
'36 Iglehart, N ettie (m) 
'35 Ingraham, Dorothy 
'30 Isensee, Gayle 
'42 Jackson, Betty ( m) 
'33 James, Elizabeth ( m) 
'36 Jayne, Martha 
'3 J ohnson, A licl' 
'37 J ohnson, Helen 
'30 J ohnson, J enn ( m) 
'32 J ohnson, Ruth C. 
'39 Jorgenson, Lorraine M. (m) 
'41 Kaplan, J eanne 
'33 Kaufman, ~arab ( m) 
'38 Keating, Eleanor (m) 
'36 K emper, )lary E. (m) 
'27 Kepler, Aura 
'39 K etcham, Rntha ri ne 
'38 Kilbourn, Elizabeth (m) 
'32 King, Eleanor 
'39 Kingsley, Frances Ellen (m) 
'27 Kirk, Vir~inia 
'39 Knight, Eleanor 
'39 Knott, Gert rude Dorothea ( m) 
'37 Kozak, Ruth 
'36 Kozak, Stephany 
'38 Krinsky, Dorothy (m) 
141 Kurtz, Elizabeth (m) 
'32 Lacount , Bernice K. ( m) 
'29 Ladd, Carolyn (m) 
'35 Laird, Thrlma 
'41 Landauer. Barbara 
'33 Langdon, Doris 
'40 Langmuir. E,·elyn 
'34 Lawton, Elizabeth 
'35 Leffing-vell, A nne ( m) 
'33 L.lm, Caroline (m) 
'40 Leinbarh, Emeline (m) 
'38 Leis, ~[:~rit' 
'42 Leonard, Claire (m) 
'36 L.shcr. :Mnh<l 
'39 Levitt, Sykia 
'38 L.wellen. Oli•e (m) 
'28 Le"~s, Eleanor 
'42 Lewis, J cul(>t 
'33 Life, Charlotte (m) 
'41 Linton, Natali£' (m) 
129 Ling ham, Gertrude 
'37 Logan, EliUJbeth 
'36 Longshore, Aldyth L. (m) 
'42 Loms, Olga (m) 
'36 Loupret, Virginia 
'31 Luee, Marguerite 
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'31 Lyman, Grace 
'31 Lyman, Ruth (m) 
'34 Lynch, lfartina 
'39 MacDonald, Katherin e 
'33 Maelntyre, Margaret 
'33 :hlacL('an, J ean 
'33 MaeWilliam, :Margaret 
'21 McC.()rkle, lfae Diana 
'34 McCormick, Frances lf. 
'4~ lleEachern, Eula 
'36 McL.1ughlin, Catherine M. (m) 
'35 McLean, H ester ( m) 
'30 McNair, Mruian 
'37 )fa loy, ~aryL. 
'37 l la rshall, :\Jary 
' 40 llartin, Ruth 
'40 Matthews, Grace J. 
'39 Matthews, Katherine (m) 
'30 Mason, Grace (m) 
'38 )faxwell, Muriel (m ) 
' 42 Meneely, Delia l\L ( m) 
'30 Mett. Jane Frances (d) 
'38 Meuser, Elsbeth 
'38 Michelson, Violet 
'36 lliddlemiss, Anne E. 
'40 Miller, Ann 
'40 Monsees, Dorothy (m) 
'29 Monrad, Ruth (m ) 
'32 Moon, J N'lnette 
'41 Morehouse, Bessie 
"3711lorri ll , Eleanor L. (m) 
'31 Morris, :Margar('t (m) 
'3i lloru, Marjor it> (m) 
'4.2 Mortimer, )Jarjori~ 
'3i llosher, Helen 
'42 Moss, Margaret 
'29 lloyle, Elinor 
' 41 Mulehay, Charlotte 
'32 Munger, Jessie (m) 
'28 Munson, Barbara 
'38 Murphy, Evn (m) 
'41 Murphy, Gertrude (m) 
'38 Murphy, Mary ~1. (m) 
'28 X ash, Mary (m) 
·a~ Neal, Lora (d) 
'30 Negus, :M ildrod 
'4.0 Neilson, Marg:tret 
'38 Nelson, Vivian (m) 
'28 Nonnan, Murinn (m) 
'37 Northr op, Darriet (m) 
'30 Noyes, Helen (m) 
'40 Nylen, Betty (m) 
'36 O'Brien, Claire M. 
'37 Ogden, Ruth P. 
'33 Ohlioe, DoroU.y (m) 
'34 Olson, Lucille (m) 
'4~ Opdyekc, Nntalic ()Irs.) 
'39 Oster, L. Elist~beth 
'32 Ostergren, Sarnh 1~. ( m) 
'~7 Palmer, Sybil ( m) 
'27 Pangburn, Ev:mit:r ( rn ) 
'31 P ark, Kathry n 
'3!i Parker, Paulln~ 
'39 Parkinson, J essie 
'35 Payne, Mary ( m) 
'32 Peek, Dorothy 
'39 P eck, Marjorie 
'37 Pendergast., Ann(' (m) 
'37 P enn, Elizabeth (m) 
'41 P eoples, Mary ( m) 
'34 P erry, Elizabeth ( m) 
'34 Perry, Elizob<th C. ( rn ) 
·~o Perry, Hope ( m ) 
'28 Perry, Olin (m) 
'33 Peter!, Helen (m) 
';10 Pettigrew, Morgnret ( m) 
'~!! Pineheira, Sophia (m ) 
'20 Pinkney, Doris B. (m) 
'-'0 Pitma n, Delora A. 
'41 Pitou, Hope 
'39 Popham, Louisa 
'3!i Poole, Raidie 
'42 Porter, Elaine ( m) 
'34 P ortlock, J'\.ineta 
'39 Pratt, Ludlle (m) 
'31 Prentice, Madeline (m) 
'36 Ral[>h, Ellinor (m) 
'35 Rttymond. Virginia (m) 
'33 nnynor, ~hrian (m} 
'41 Reynolds, Carol 
'30 Reynolds, Jna B. 
'30 Rhoads, Eliz:1bt>th 
'35 Rice, Elizabeth (m ) 
'30 Rich, Elizabeth (m) 
'27 Riehardson, Annie 
'41 Ricklefs, B etty 
'28 Ritchie, 1-l t'len ( m) 
'37 Robb, Elizabeth 
'39 Roberts, Elennor ( m) 
' -10 Roberts, Gertrude 
'3!; Roberts, Marie (m) 
':l l Roklitzer, Thert'se ( m) 
'41 Ross, Aliee 
'39 Russen, Bnrbnra 
'41 Russell, Elsie (m) 
'3~ Russ~ll, Jenn (m) 
'29 Russen, Marian E. 
'35 Rounds, Laura ( m) 
'33 Ryle, Anna 
'39 Ryman, Lois ( m) 
'39 Sadusk, :\!arian W. (m) 
'36 Sanborn, Elizab•th (m) 
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'40 Scholl Anne 
'38 ~choeider, Lois ( m) 
'41 Schorske, Florence 
•:19 Scott, Abigail A. (m) 
t41 Reveranc.e, Kather inl' ( m) 
t32 Reyffer Charlotte 
J37 Shaffer, Emmn L. 
t-10 Rhnwkey, E loiae (m) 
'aS Shewell, Anne 
'31 Sllnw, Lucy H. (m) 
'32 Shingle, Shirley (m) 
':!8 Silliphant, Jean M. ( m) 
'37 Simpson, Katherine F. ( m) 
'29 Simmons, Elizttb~th (m) 
'40 Fljobeck, )lory A. ( m) 
'38 Skehan, BereniN' 
'30 Slavin, Mary 
'31 Rl()('um, Raiherine (m) 
t-1 2 S mith, Antoinett~ 
'33 S mith, Eleanor 
'35 Smith, llelen ~1. 
'42 Smith, June 
'40 Smith, Mary 
'33 Rmith, VPrnn ( m) 
'38 Snyder, Anne 
'!:!9 Rnyder, ~lenn<tt(• 
'37 Rnyder, ~Jar~· (m) 
' 41 Southon, Helen 
'3G Howizdral , Olga (m) 
'~6 Spaulding, Catherine 
'34 Spencer, Doria (m) 
'35 Spr~gue, Katherine (m) 
'39 Squier, Mary IV. ( m) 
'33 Stebbins, Tvo. 
'39 Stiefbold, Kathryn (m) 
'3 Steiner, Josephine 
'33 Stockwell, Beat rice (m) 
' 40 Stone, Nancy 
'3:i S tonington, Eleanor (m) 
'38 Rtotz, Evelyn 
'34 Stratton, Fran~es 
'32 Stringham, Chnrlolt<' ( m) 
':l7 Sulli\•nn, :Mary (m) 
'3 1 Run, !'.·lary (m) 
'39 Sullie, Ruth ( m) 
'26 Rw<'eney, Olndy8 ( m) 
'39 Rweet, EH:r.obeth 
'2G Taylor, Mary ( m) 
'32 Thielbar, Frances 
'38 Thielker, Doretta 
'34 Thomas, Ruth (m) 
'36 Thomen, Beatrice ( m) 
'37 Thompson, Elizabeth 
'36 Thornberg, H elen 
'37 Thoro, Catherine ( m) 
'36 Thornton. Kathleen 
'33 Tierney, Catherine C. 
'34 Tierney, Katherine 
'31 Tilton, Eleanor ( m) 
'34 Torrens, Tva 
'38 Traver, Clara. A. 
'27 Tucker, Marjorie 
'37 Tuthill, Anna ( m) 
'35 Twiss, Mildred (m} 
'32 Upchurch, K ather ine ( m) 
'36 Up~egra fl', Alyce Betty 
'29 Vniteh, Marie 
' 31 Van(1eve, Charlotte ( m) 
' 42 VanHorn, Elizsbeth 
'39 \r:wLonn, F ra nces ( m} 
'33 Vrooman, Ruth ( m) 
'.JO Voorhies, Eleanor 
'40 \Va fTenamith, Aileen {m) 
'28 Wnlkeley, Olive 
' 42 Walker, J a net S. ( m) 
'40 Walker, Kathryn ( on ) 
'35 Ws lsh, Patricia 
'32 ·w alters, Elizabeth 
'39 \Van!, Eleanor (ut ) 
'38 W>Ogatt, Cynthia ( m) 
'27 Waterbury, Eliz!lbeth 
'37 Warr~n , Jnuet G. (m) 
'32 Warren, Ruth (m) 
'38 Wayland-Smith, Helen ( m) 
'37 Weber , Isabel 
'27 Webster, Marjorie {m) 
'36 Weiss, Naomi 
'29 Wenrich, Marian 
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'31 Weresbe, Tielen 
'36 \Vertz, Anna .F. ( m) 
'36 \Vetmore, Emily ( m) 
'40 Wheeler, Mary ( m) 
'39 Wheelock, }..,ranees 
'29 \Vhite, J nne 
'32 \Vhi tman, Alma 
'40 Whitmore, Edith L. (m) 
'3 \Vhittier, M:.rgaret (m) 
':·w \Vhittier , Virginia (m) 
'28 Wiggen, Faith (d) 
'39 Wilcox. Jane 
'39 Wilcox. ) I arion ( m) 
'~4 Wilcoxson, Harriet 
'31 \Vilgus, Kather ine ( m) 
':~s \Vilson, T<uthar iul' ( m) 
'::l3 Wilson, Tnbithn (m) 
'30 \Vindeler, Edith 
'41 Winn, Mnrguer ite (m) 
'38 Wolf, Laura May ( m ) 
'32 Woodbury, Elizabeth ( m) 
'-l2 Wright, Elizabeth (m) 
'42 Yalowich, 'Rhea 
'38 Yelland, Margaret ( m) 
'36 Yoho, Dee 
'36 Yoniek, Yvonne ( m ) 
' 40 Zane, Edn:.t ( m) 
'37 Zellner, Louise F. 
'27 Zurrer, Gertrude 




